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CSU trustees allot $17 million for raises
By Larry Barrett and
Dhyana Wood
Spartan Daily Staff Writeta

Despite student fee increases
and nagging budget cutbacks,
CSU trustees have allocated $17
million for president, faculty and
staff raises.
This is the first time CSU general faculty have received cost-ofliving adjustments (COLAs)
since 1991.
At the suggestion of CSU
Chancellor Barry Munitz, CSU
presidents will receive an average
8.6 percent pay raise. The new

average salary for CSU presi- defections of top-notch adminis- said. "They say we must be kidincluding presidents, ding."
trators
dents is $130,461.
"We have to stay competitive.
SJSU President J. Handel vice presidents and deans
Evans’ salary increase from from the CSU provoked the Some of the very same people,
students and faculty, who
$115,956 to $124,072 makes him salary adjustments.
complain about compen’We lost one presithe fourth-lowest paid president
dent to a small private
in the 20-campus system.
ALIFORNIA sation are the same ones
who complain when the
Warren Baker, president of school in Illinois and
TATE
president is not repreCal Poly San Luis Obispo, is the another to Indiana
highest paid CSU president at State," Bentley-Adler
NIVERSITY senting them well,"
Munitz said.
$146,343. According to CSU rep- said. ’We’ve lost several
Increases in student
resentative Colleen Bentley- vice presidents and
underfees 24 percent for
Adler, the raises are needed to potential candidates as well."
"I continue to have people we graduates and 30 percent for
compete on a national level to
are
maintain and attract the most are trying to hire look at the graduate students
qualified administrators. Recent numbers and laugh," Munitz planned for next year. These

funds will be used for financial
aid, adding course sections, supporting libraries, purchasing
equipment and repairing aging
buildings and facilities, BentleyAdler said.
The revenue from student
fees will not be used to provide
funds for the salary increases,
she said.
The funds come from a $50
million supplement given to the
CSU by the state legislature.
"Fees are increasing because
costs are going up. These
increases reflect the trustees’

new policy in which students and
the state share in the cost of education," Bentley-Adler said.
The emphasis on administrative quality leaves some students
bitter.
"It doesn’t do much good to
have the best administration if
you don’t have the best quality
education available," senior English major Wes Smalling said. "It
sounds like a legitimate argument, but they’re also laying off
quality professors and hiring
See SALARIES. page 8

Day set aside
Dance ’94 inspires imagination
for advisement
No classes till 4p. m. Wednesday
By Jack Bunting
Spartan Daih Sufi Wnter

A new rule by the Academic
Senate designed to make students touch base with the
department of their major has
classes at SJSU canceled for
Wednesday until 4 p.m.
All SJSU undergraduate students admitted to the university
since Fall ’93 must meet with an
academic adviser from the
department of their major at
least once before the start of
their third semester. Students
who fail to meet the new
requirement will not be
able to register for new
classes.
Wednesday has been
set aside to give these
extra
students
an
chance to fulfill the
requirement that was
created by the Academic Senate
last year. Students who cannot
meet with their advisers on
Wednesday can have the hold
removed by providing proof to
Admissions and Records that
they did so at a later date, said
assistant vice president of Admissions and Records Ed Chambers.
An estimated 3,000 SJSU
undergraduates are now at risk
of being barred from registering
for Fall 94 classes, he said.
According to Chambers,
receiving advisement is more

important than many may realize.
Not only do students who
meet with advisers regularly
do better scholastically and
in careers after graduation, periodic visits usually prevent errors
in choosing and scheduling
classes that could delay graduation.
"With SJSU being such a large
commuter campus, students
need road maps to get through
the process (of obtaining a
degree). This place is a city for
God’s sake. Using the (course)
catalogue is necessary,
but advisers have experience you cannot get in
the catalogue," he said.
Starting next month,
Admissions and Records
will start notifying students by mail when they
need to visit advisers. Until
recently the task was given to the
individual academic departments.
It is ultimately the responsibility of each SJSU student to find
out when advising is necessary
and to make appointments
themselves, said director of Registration and Assessment Marilyn
Radisch.
By requiring students to meet
with advisers, the university is saying it values student-faculty relations, which strengthens education, Chambers said.

Political science
hosts open house
By Laurel Anderson

am.
"If a student would like to
The political science depart- meet with all the faculty in
ment and faculty are providing whichever sub-field of political
more than student advising on science they’re interested in, we
Wednesday. They are also offer- will all be in the same place."
ing information on career out- Andrade said.
Political science’s sub-fields
look and giving students a
include U.S. politics, comparachance to interact with faculty
tive
are
"We
politics/interencouraing
national relaour students to
tions, political
come by and ’Trying to get
theory, public
advised,"
get
administration
Lydia
said
people more
and public law.
Andrade, assisinvolved in the
The departtant professor of
ment is also
political science.
department is
providing the
’We’re
really
what! think the
opportunity for
excited about it
to
students
because it is an
objective is.’
meet with SJSU
opportunity for
Paul Raupach alumni to disstudents
to
prnklent, PI Sigma Alph
cuss careers in
meet all the facscipolitical
ulty and pick an
ence.
adviser if they
The discusdon’t have one.
sion at noon is
"It’s a great
opportunity," political science oriented toward what a student
major Erika Moreno said. 1 wish can do with a political science
the department had it earlier in degree.
SJSU alumnus forge Gonzales
my career."
In addition to individual is the community relations offiadvising, the department is providing sub-field advising at 10
See OPEN HOUSE. page 6
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Robert Regala rehearses the piece he will be performing for the
SJSU University Dance Theatre’s Dance ’94. which will be presented
Wednesday through Saturday at the University Theatre. Regala was

,
named "Outstanding Dancer" at the American College Dance Festival last month at the University of New Mexico in Albuquerque. The
groups performance will include dramatic and humorous pieces.

SJSU University Dance Theatre presents contemporary dances
By Marc J. Spears
Spartan Daily Stall’ Writer

Contemporary dances will
be performed this week as the
SJSU University Dance Theatre
presents Dance ’94.
This group of aspiring professionals will perform an
ensemble that varies from dramatic to humorous pieces and
from pure dance to the poetially sublime. Now in its eighth
year, the University Dance The-

atre will be performing this
Wednesday through Saturday
at the University Theatre
’Contemporary
dance is based on the
concept of individual
creativity and each
choreographer invents
his own movement
vocabulary, which in a
sense is their own Ianguage," said Fred Matthews,
Dance ’94 director and former

Company
Dance
Limon
Dancer.
"Contemporary dance is
also the poetry of the
dance-form because
the audience has to
invest their own imagination off what is on
stage. With their own
association they can
give life to the dance
thc arc seeing," he said.
The University Dance The-

atre has just returned from
their involvement in the American College Dance Festival at
the University of New Mexico
in Albuquerque. According to
Matthews, this is the highlight
of the year for the students.
Works performed in Dance
’94 come from minds ranging
from experienced choreographers to an aspiring student
See DANCE. page 3

Poetic professor shares
words of love with SJSU
By Michelle

Lan

Spartan Daily Staff Whirr

Poet and SJSU English professor Nils
Peterson will be reading from his new
collection of poems, ’The Comedy of
Desire," on Thursday at 7:30 p.m. in
Washington Square Hall Room 109.
As part of the university author series
held by the center for literary arts,
Peterson, who teaches Creative Writing
and Shakespeare, will be giving a free
public reading of narrative love selections for an hour.
"I am impressed and amazed that he
is still able to put it out. After all these
years, he still has afresh, lively, youthful
voice," said Greg Grewell. a part-time

English lecturer and former student of
Peterson.
Graduate creative writing student
Udhaya Kulandaivelu shares Grewell’s
admiration.
"tic keeps it simple and honest,
which is hard to do," Kulandaivelti said.
Alan Soldofsky, director of the
center for literary arts, said he
has known Peterson for a decade as a
poet.
"It’s great to see the poems in print.
They are innovative in technical ways
and truly profound and entertaining.
They are serious poems that are fun to
See

PETERSON. page 8
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Teens on their way to
maturity, or heartbreak?

Editorial
SJSU should not make
students pay for internships
summer many SJSU students will
This
begin to take on internships. The purpose of this is to better their future in
the field in which they are involved.
As students at SJSU, they also need these
internships to fulfill graduation requirements.
The problem occurs with the $450 class fees for
a class that is not really a class.
As an intern, the student will spend little
time at SJSU. There is no class that the student
needs to attend during the week.
Also, there isn’t any teacher with whom the
student will meet. So what does SJSU do to
deserve $450?
The directors of the internships do all the
work. They teach the interns what is needed to
be successful in the field. They give the assignments necessary to give the interns practice in
their fields.
Furthermore, they take time to tell them
what can be done to improve. Where does
SJSU come in?
If anything, the students should pay the
internship directors.
But the directors are paying the students, or
the students are doing it for free. Never once
do you hear about interns paying their direc-

CARA BROGLIA
Writer’s Forum

tors.

Another problem is that many interns will be
doing their summer work away from home.
They will have many expenses, especially if they
are somewhere that is foreign to them.
Just think of the many unpaid interns who
have to find a way to pay for room, board, transportation and any other miscellaneous costs.
An extra $450 can make it a little bit easier to
make ends meet.
The fee for the summer internship class
needs to be eliminated. By making the internship free, SJSU wouldn’t jump into any financial danger. Its cost for the class is $0.
In exchange for$450, SJSU is making a few
phone calls to the internship director and typing some information into a computer.
[his is a horrible way to take advantage of
students who are doing something to prepare
themselves for the real world.
SJSU is already making money hand over fist
on students. It has a chokehold on the students,
frotn the billing procedures to the internship
fees.
We, as students, need to put some pressure
on the university to relax some of the required
costs. If not, we will end up losing our status as
starving students and just be starving.
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Zionism is form of racial discrimination
ne of the hottest spots
in the world is the
Middle East. Almost
no day passes without news
about the region, its peoples or
its conflicts.
But how much does the
American public really know
about the conflict?
With the current negotiations
between Israel and the PLO,
some might think that the antagonism is about over and the
long-awaited harmony is about
to descend upon the Holy Land.
Although sitting together
sorting out differences could be
a good step for a better future,
one shouldn’t ignore the hostility and animosity between the
vying rivals.
Without a careful and sincere
consideration of the causes of
the problems, no real peace can
last longer than those who sign
its papers.
It all started in 1948 when a
foreign group forcefully established an illegal presence on the
the origiland of Palestinians
nal citizens of Palestine. Such an
invasion was originated and later
inflamed by Zionist ideals: One
of the ugliest forms of racial discrimination.
Discrimination on the basis of
race, creed or color is so abhorrent to Western democracies
that we codify it as a crime. We
don’t tolerate it in the U.S., and
we pretend not to tolerate it in
other nations.
The State of Israel, with all of
its most malicious, mischievous
practices of racial and religious
discrimination, is lauded and
rewarded by the West and espe-

0

exclusively to Jews. Extra money,
in the form of ITS, foreign aid,
is paid by the American taxpayers. It totals more than $5 billion
in non-repayable aid to Israel.
Zionist racism is not a recent
phenomenon. It dates back to
Israel’s early history and has
consistently grown in intensity.
Martin Buber, a famous JewFrom the Heart to the Heart ish philosopher, spoke to an
audience in New York. He said
that Jews who have settled in
daily the U.S.
Most of the people born in Palestine after 1948 decided "to
that land are Palestinians. Most learn from Hitler."
More recently, Dr. I. Shahak,
Palestinians are Muslims; many
are Christians; and a very few chair of a private hutnan rights
organization, equates Israel’s
are Jews.
Since the Israeli High Court military rule of Arab territories
decreed that there shall be no to Hitler’s Enabling Act.
"Exactly the same type of act
Israeli nationality, only "Jewish
nationality," citizenship has was passed by the Knesset
excluded all noniews from citi- (Israel’s Pailiament) immediatezens’ rights as well as sociplo, ly after the 1967 war granny) r.
educational .and economiAeli: ’theTsMeltlektift6nlid his rep-,
resentatives the powers of
efits.
There is also The Law of Hitler," he said.
In a report on Israeli settleReturn. It entitles Jews from anywhere in the world to reside on ments, U.S. Sen. David Obey
Arab land and to acquire exclu- stated that Israel MUM recognize
sive "nationality rights." Arabs the rights of the Palestinians.
who fled Palestine for fear of Israeli practices in the West
execution, or who were illegally Bank and Gam "cannot be tolerand forcefully expelled, are ated by any American governdenied the right to visit their ment," he said.
For a long time now, South
land or family, let alone return.
The Status Law also forces Africa has been in the official
Israeli Palestinians, both Muslim U.S. doghouse because of its
and Christian, into a sub-second- racially based laws and practices.
class status, economically and Now there is a new South Africa.
Will there be a new Israel,
socially, by denying them a wide
variety of advantages granted to soon?
every immigrating Jew.
Ntiser ldeis is a Daily staff
These advantages are chancolumnist. His column appears
neled to private Jewish groups,
every other Tuesday.
such as the World Zionist Organization, which distribute them

NASER WEIS

’Society places so much value
on a person’s looks, often
overlooking the qualities that
make them special ...’
Beauty pageants like the California Miss Teen
USA lose sense of the real reason why we should
admire these young faces in the first place. We
should not try to force them into adulthood.
Rather, we should celebrate their youth.
much importance on their beauty, we
Wafthey haveAfrains underneath all that
hair. Why underestimate the leaders of tomorrow
by giving them the impression that we are only
interested in their beauty?
Society places so much value on a person’s
looks, often overlooking the qualities that make
and that
them special what they have inside
can’t by judged in a beauty pageant.
I admit, some of these girls are genuinely nice
people who care about things besides whether
they should have worn blue or red taffeta. But, so
much importance is placed on winning that the
girls who lose cannot help but be devastated.
Every parent’s daughter is the prettiest or the
tallest but she is not always good enough. A tough
lesson to learn for a girl who believes everything
her parents tell her.
As I rode up the glass elevator the evening of
the final competition. I watched below as parents
consoled the losing contestants. A Firl sobbed in
the elevator uncontrollably; she obviously had not
been chosen as a finalist.
I wanted to pat her on the back and tell her life
would go on, but I didn’t. After all, I couldn’t say
anything that would make a difference. She was
already thinking about how she could win the
pageant next year.
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Sexism around women and sports
/learned a lot about
human nature in P.E.
class. I learned to socialize
in P.E. when I was afraid to
express myself in other places. I
couldn’t relate to a lot of people,
but I understood sports.
However, some of the social
lessons I learned have not made
me a better person. I hated the
sexism around me, but in many
ways I understood it.
I used to be the last one
picked in P.E. class when we split
up into teams. It didn’t matter
which sport we played: football,
softball, soccer or basketball.
I was always left standing
among four or five other girls
waiting for the team captains to
reluctantly choose us. We were
the runts of the team, and we
knew it.
I guess it was understandable.
I was seen as the short, skinny,
quiet one who never asserted
herself. How could I be expected to contribute to the team? I
would stand there uncomfortably under the scrutiny of the
captains and wait.
But I could play. I loved to
play. I understood the games. I
knew strategy. I was filled with
energy. I was always excited to
jog out onto the field. I could
run, jump, hit, tackle and score.
Usually, though, I was disappointed. When I was open, I

title California Miss Teen USA seems
The
innocent enough, but when you get a
chance to look at the pubescent girls who
vie for the title, they are out for the kill.
On the first weekend of spring break, I went
with other SPARTAN DAHY staff members to Cal Poly
San Luis Obispo for a journalism conference.
When we arrived, to our surprise, the hotel was
housing the contestants for the California Miss
Teen pageant.
Dozens of tall, lanky teens took over the hallways with their parents in tow. Makeup-laden
smiles decorated the faces of the girls who would
be queen. In their eyes was a look of determinathey all thought they would win.
tion
Unfortunately, in contests such as this there can
only he one winner. So the girls do all they can in
order to come out on top. With plastic smiles that
make Ronald McDonald look unhappy these girls
mingled with anyone who looked like they could
advance a career.
At first, I did not know what to think about
these girls. Their ages ranged from 14 to 19, but
they looked like my mom. The stress of the beauty
pageant circuit had taken its toll on them, because
they were aged beyond their years.
You are only young once, so why would you
want to look older? Nothing is more beautiful than
a girl who enjoys her age
I can remember wanting to be a big girl and
makeup always seemed adult, but why hide the
innocence that all adults wish they still had?

DHVANA WOOD
Writer’s Forum
wouldn’t get the ball. God forbid I would be the one to start
out with the ball. I was never
quarterback or shortstop. But I
was good, and I knew it.
I wanted to be one of the
boys.
I would prove myself, eventually. By the end of each semester
some of the boys would realize I
could play. Some days I was
given the opportunity to help
the team. And I always did.
Now, little satisfies me more
than beating guys at their own
sport. I’m used to winning. I
play a mean game of racquetball. I shred at pool. I play tennis
and softball. I’m not bad at a lot
of sports.
But for some reason, I hesitate to play other women. They
usually aren’t a challenge. I
don’t expect to get a good game
from them. On occasion I am
surprised by meeting another
decent female player. But for the
most part. I expect women to be

poor players.
For that matter, I do screen
out guys as well. But it bothers
me that I assume women can’t
play. Everything that I hated in
P.E., the ball hogs, the sexism, I
see kernels of in myself.
I should be the first to stand
up for women’s ability to be
competitive and aggressive players. I do believe it, in theory. I
have myself as proof. But the
lessons I learned in grade school
and junior high still affect me.
I expect women to not give
sports their best effort. I had to
fight my way into each game I
played. I was never encouraged
to be one of the better players. It
was enough that I dressed out.
Now I don’t expect to find
great female players. How could
they be great? Usually they
aren’t given the chance. When I
look for real players, they are
almost always men.
I understand women avoid
sports because they have been
taught they won’t be good at
them. Natural ability has been
suppressed by social pressures.
And those social lessons are
hard to avoid.
It’s a shame that I contribute
to the sexism around me. Yet I
do.
Dhyana Wood is a
Daily staff writer

Cara Rroglia is a Daily staff writer

Forum Page Policies
The SPARTAN DAII Y provides a daily Forum to
promote a "marketplace of ideas." Contributions
to the page are encouraged from students, staff,
faculty and others who are interested in the university at large.
Any letter or column for the forum
must
be turned in to Letters to the Editor’s gOTm the
SPARTAN DAILY newsroom, Dwight Bentel Hall
209, or to the information booth in the Student
Union.
Articles may also be mailed to the Forum Editor, The SPARTAN DAR Y, School ofJournalism
and Mass Communications, San _IOW State University, One Washington Square, San Jose, CA
95192. Fax articles to (408) 924-3282.
Articles and letters MUST contain the
author’s name, address, phone number, signature and major.
Conuibutions must be typed or submitted on
a 3.5-inch computer disk using Microsoft Word
on the Macintosh. Always bring a printout of
your submission.
Submissions become the property of the SPARTAN DAILY and will be edited for clarity, grammar,
libel and length.

Corrections
In the April 11 article "New requirements denied,"
Ken Peters of the Curriculum and Research Committee was misquoted. Peters actually said the
report was an interim report
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The San Jose State calendar
CAREER PLANNING AND PLACEMENT: Jobs 4 U: Employment
Issues for Those With Disabilities, 12:30p.m., Costanoan
Room, SU; Students With Disabilities: Mock Interviews,
2p.m., Costanoan Room, SU.
Call Career Resource Center
924-6033
COUNSELING SERvicEs:Wornen
Students Support Group, noon1:30p.m., Adm. Bldg., 201. Call
to sign up-Linda/Gail 924-5910
GOLDEN KY NATIONAL
HONOR SOCIETY: Executive
Council Meeting, 7:30a.m., BT
050
HUMAN RESOURCE MANAGEMENT CLUB: Club Meeting, 57p.m., Almaden Room, SU. Call
Radhika Arora 972-1237
IMPROVISED MUSIC STUDIES:
Mariachi Workshop, 7-9:30p.m.,
Music room 186. Call 293-3152
MU ALPHA GAMMA (MAGAZINE CLUB): Magazine Day luncheon ticket on sale, 9a.m.8p.m., DBH 209. Call Cindy,
Pat or Carolina 924-3280
SCHOOL OF ART & DESIGN:
Student Galleries Art Receptions, 6-8p.m., Art & Industrial
Studies Bldgs. Call 924-4330
SCHOOL OF ART & DESIGN:
Tuesday Night Lecture Series:
Barbara de Genevieve: "Sexual
Subject/Sexual Object: Rethinking the Female Body or How I
Relaxed & Learned from
Madonna," 5-6p.m., Art 133.
Call Andy 924-4328
SJSU FENCING CLUB: Meeting
and Practice, 7-10p.m., SPX
089. Call John 280-6019
STRIVING BLACK BROTHERS &

Dance: Contemporary dance showcased
From page 1

Sisints: General Body Meeting, 6p.m., E.O.P. Tutorial Center. Call Bryan 279-0983

who has recently received an
award for his dance piece.
The group of students will
perform four different pieces
developed by these choreographers.
Matthews’ "Solaris," which
has piano music along with
the voice of Richard
Cameron-Wolfe, will open
the show. This will be followed by a piece from SJSU
guest artist and artistic associate of the Limon Dance
Company, Gary Masters. Masters
presents
"Current
Boundaries," a work commissioned to explore the potentials of self-destruction. Music
for Masters’ piece ranges
from hard rock to Chopin.
"We have been in many
formal situations, but this is
very close to a professional
environment. They’ve gone
through a process of growth
and they’re well prepared,"
Masters said. "It’s very exciting and this is the fourth year
we have had such a group of
aspiring professionals."
The next featured dance
includes Washington D.C.’s
Kristin
choreographer
O’Shee.
Her "Choral Stance" will
make its West Coast premiere at Dance ’94. It will be
danced to the sounds of the
Bulgarian State Female
Radio Vocal Choir.
The final production will
be of a work from senior student Robert Regala called

Wednesday
AKBAYAN CLUB: 5th General
Meeting, 3:30-5:30p.m., Costanoan Room, SU. Call Rich or
Chris 534-1140
ALL SAN JOSE GREEKs: Greek
Week/Volleyball, noon, William
St. Park. Call Jo-Anne Schibles
924-5964
CAREER PLANNING AND PLACEMENT: Co-op Orientation,
1:30p.m., Almaden Room, SU.
Call Career Resource Center at
924-6033
DEPARTMENT OF POLITICAL
SCIENCE: Upcoming EventsAdvisory Day/Open House,
9am-5pm. Call 924-5550
LUTHERAN STUDENT FELLOWSHIP: Bible Study, 1:30p.m., outside SU. Call Tim 298-0204
MUSLIM STUDENT ASSOCIATION: Muslim Culture and
lifestyle, noon-2p.m., Umwihurn
Room, SU. Call 510/ 785-9169
RE-ENTRY ADVISORY PROGRAM: Brown bag Lunch Program: Graduate School, noon1:30p.m., Pacheco Room, SU.
Call Virginia 924-5930
SEWER FIDELIS SOCIETY: General meeting: Inspection Prep
instruction, 6:30-8p.m., Health
Bldg 404. Call Darren 947-7854
SJSU UNIVERSTIN DANCE THEATRE: Dance 94’, lp.m.,University Theatre, 5th and San Fernando. Call Elizabeth Price 9245041
WORLD MUSIC CHOIR: In concert, 7:30p.m., Concert Hall,
Music Bldg. Call Baorni 9244633

"Place." Regala is the only
choreographer
student
involved. "Place" WAS selected
for the gala performance at
the recent American College
Dance Festival. It was one of
nine pieces picked out of a
group of 38 professional and
student works. Besides this
award, Regala was named
"Outstanding Dancer" of ihe
festival. "Place" was also
recently nominated as an
alternate entry for the
National Festival Gala in
Washington D.C. this April.
"I was surprised to win the
award because I didn’t have
high expectations for the
piece to win because it was
intimate," Regala said. "It’s a
nice boost of encouragement since I’m graduating
and I am about to enter the
professional world."
Matthews feels that Regala
has a lot to offer to the field
of dance.
"Robert is a very talented
young man who has a very
exciting career ahead of him
as a dancer and a choreographer," Matthews said.
Dance ’94 will be held
Wednesday, at 1 p.m., Thursday and Friday at 8 p.m. as
well as Saturday at 2 p.m.
and 8 p.m. All performances
will be held at the University
Theatre near Fifth and San
Fernando streets. The cost is
$10 for general admission
and $6 for students and
seniors. For ticket information call (408) 924-4555 or

SJSU’s contemporary dance company’s Juliet Tandoc rehearses
for the Dance ’94 production which wit be featured Wednesday
through Saturday at the University Theatre.
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EVER FIND YOURSELF IN
ONE OF THESE BINDS?

Having problems
with your PC?
Do you need more capacity for your PC?
Are you afraid of your PC catching a virus?
Are you looking for a quick and economic
service to have your PC repaired?

Phil I. axion
Phil Fsuctori gives
Kinko’s fax number
out as his own
because its so accessible and reliable.

SaIIV Shipper
Sally Shipper
loves the idea of a
UPS pickup close
to campus since
she practically
lives there.

Plotter Patti

Last Minnie Minnie

Plotter Paul Is
grateful for Kinko’s
engineering services
because many times
he needs oversized
copies of blue prints
the same day.

Last Minute Minnie
likes the Federal
Express service at
Kinko’s because
often her clients
needed their package yesterday.

0’

4su

co)

MAC

TOSH
fit

Jpgrades on memory or Micros( ui

41- 6,A44.
M ac

If YOU answered YES to any
of these questions, there is a
servicenter conveniently
located at the SPARTAN
BOOKSTORE that can do
the following:

PC Wellcheck- Virus and Healthcheck.

I as eliriu, I otii

Se T 0 s h

Mac and lash work great
together, but neither one has
access to a computer so they find
Kinko’s computer service to sea
life-saver.

Traveling Tom
found Kinko’s passport
service a
convenience
he needed to
renew his passport

pr

Stale Insomnia likes Kinko’s
24 hour service because her day
doesn’t end till 4:00am.

KINKO’S TO YOUR RESCUE

kinlur$.

the copy center
93 E SAN CAR LOS ST (ACROSS FROM MCDONALD’S)
295-4336 FAX 279-0655

Repair of Intel Based PCs.
We can service these computers:
IBM compatibles
COMPAQ
AST
Dell
Olivetti
SCI

Sun
Wang
Tandy
Intel base PCs
HP Printers
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Trio of Spartans grab Big
West Conference honors
Paul Pavicich and Dena Pitts honored for pitching Jackie Tawney
gets kudos forfielding softball and baseball teams host games this week
Spartan ITaibi Staff Report

SJSU baseball player Paul
Pavicich and softball player Dena
Pius have been named Big West
Conferences Pitchers of the
Week while Jackie Tawney was
named the Big West Conference
Fielder of the Week.
Pavicich won both pitching
appearances last week with victories over Stanford and UC Santa
Barbara. Against Stanford, Payicich threw a two-hit, completegame shutout, 4-0.
He pitched a compled game
against UCSB as he allowed
seven hits and one earned run
in a 9-1 victory. Pavicich, a junior
from Los Gatos, is 6-3 on the

year yvitha 2.225 ERA and 74
strikeouts.
Pitts went 2-0 over the weekend with complete game victories over Cal State Fullerton and
UC Santa Barbara. Pitts allowed
one earned run on seven hits
with three strikeouts in a 3-1 win
over Fullerton.
Against UGSB, she allowed two
earned runs on nine hits and one
strikeout in a 4-2 victory. Pitts, a
freshman from Gardnerville,
Nev., is 9-8 on the year with a 1.53
ERA and 53 strikeouts.
Tawney hit .500 for the week,
going 6-for-12. She had a triple
against Fullerton and a double,
RBI and stolen base against

UCSB. Tawney, a senior from
San Jose, is currently batting .348
with 49 hits, 19 RBI, six doubles,
two triple, a home run and 12
stolen bases.
SJSU’s baseball team is currently 21-16 overall and 2-4 in
the Big West. The Spartans travel to Santa Clara today for a 2:30
p.m. game. The team hosts
Long Beach State for a weekend
series at Municipal Stadium.
The Spartan softball team is
25-20 overall and 6-10 in the Big
West. The team hosts Pacific
Wednesday evening at PAL Stadium. Game time is set for 6
p.m. for the Big West doubleheader.

CHINESE CUISINE
FOOD TO GO
Mandarin & Szedivan Cuisine
Box Lunches To Go
OPEN DAILY
Lunch and Dinner
1130 - 9:00pm
Catering Available

By Cara Broglia
Spartan nalh Staff Wnter

The SJSU hockey team has
won the PCHA state championships for a third time in a row,
by shutting out Cal Berkeley 4-0
Sunday.
The team went to Stockton this
weekend to play in the finals and
in a three game tourney knocked
out all competition from the race
for the championship.
Despite its superior record,
the SJSU team has never been
invited to play in the national
finals hosted by the American
Collegiate Hockey Association
(ACHA). The association picks
one team from each league early
in the year, and because SJSU
got off to a slow start, the ACHA
chose Stanford because it had
the best league record.
With a league record of 8-5,
the Spartans traveled to the
finals in search of another win.
Friday evening started off its
three game winning streak when
SJSU beat UCLA 11-8.Within the
first period, SJSU was ahead by
three points. Forward Derrick

Foster led the team with five
goals and one assist.
SJSU came back on Saturday
to ice Pepperdine 7-3. The
team’s game against USC on
Sunday was won by forfeit. USC
had already lost two games and
knew that it did not have a
chance at the championships.
The final and most exciting
game of the weekend was the
fight for the championship
between the Spartans and the
Cal Bears. Berkeley had won
both league games against SJSU
during the season, and anticipation was high.
SJSU and Berkeley had to
face-off last year in the championship game in which SJSU
came out victorious. Goalkeeper
Lou Siville kept the goal box
empty, as he served a golden
shutout to Cal.
For his excellent record over
the weekend, Derrick Foster
won tournament MVP.
The win was a milestone, for
the team as well as for its club
president and founder. Steve
Stich, who started the hockey

if

.

JENNIFER IKLITA
From the Bench
part of rebuilding this program."
When Smith took over the
team last year, she helped them
post their best record since the
1985-86 season a 5-21 outing.
"It was hard last year," she said.
"We thought we were working
hard and we thought we were
being positive, but the first negative thing that happened made us
revert right back to bad habits."
Bad habits like giving up and
not playing to win.
The team was in games they
could have and maybe should
won, but didn’t. Still, it
have
was a step in the right direction.
This year, gaining momentum
with wins early in the season, the
team not only realized winning
was possible, but managed to do
so 14 times, finishing above .500.
"We were shooting for 12 wins
this season," Smith said. ’We did
we did
learn from last season
feel we could win. We were setting wins and we were getting
more confident I could see it
in their eyes. We started to play
to win, not to lose. That was a big
turning point."
Watching the team run the
floor over the course of the season, the changes were subtle. Early
in the season, it just didn’t seem
like they had that spark; a loose
ball would go out of bounds and a

Jennifer Ikuta is the Daily sports
editor Her column appears on a
semi-regular basis.
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April 12 - 19
Starting: 9 pm - 12 am
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club four years ago, will be leaving this year to pursue his career.
Lou Siville, the club’s vicepresident will be taking over his
position next year. He said that
the team has not chosen a new
vice-president to fill the empty
position and will delegate
responsibility to more of its
members next year.
There will be more positions
created for the fall in order to
alleviate some of the stress the
club presidents have had to deal
with.
Being a club team, Spartan
hockey must do all of its advertising and bookkeeping itself,
putting a heavy burden on the
few who have been involved in
keeping the team running.
The team does get some help
from the Sharks organization,
which donates money to the
community to support local
hockey.
Siville is already looking forward to next season. He believes
the team has a lot of new young
players who will be an asset to
this championship team.

slight effort would be made to
chase it down. Late in the season,
there were many instances where
Spartans would end up sprawled
out on the floor in an effort to
keep the ball in play.
And the whole time, Smith
was there, yelling encouragement from the sidelines.
"I don’t like to be negative.
It’s easier to be positive. People
are more responsive when you
say things positively. I like to try
to always do It It’s easy to get the
point across."
There were probably times
during the season when Smith
wished she could get on the
court and direct plays like she
did 10 years ago when she wore
the blue and gold at Cal. But
after great success with the Golden Bears Smith ranks first in
assists (867), fourth in steals
(202) and fifth in scoring
(1,559)
she followed her
childhood dream and began her
coaching career as a part-time
assistant for Cal.
Smith remained an assistant
coach to her former coach, Gooch
Foster, for eight years before taking
her first head-coaching job, the
women’s team at SJSU.
But though she has just begun
what is sure to be a long and successful coaching career, Smith constantly longs to play college ball.
1 love to play more than anything," she said with a smile. I
get a chance during summer
camps, but that’s about all.
There are so many things that
keep you away from the gym.

1416.-,

294-3303 or 998-9427
131 E. Jackson Street
6 Blocks North of Santa Clara Between 3rd and 4th Street
-10
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Polish Dogs on Thur. & Fri.
(while they last)

* 50( Pool & Electronic Darts

_
2

$1 Beer & Well Drinks

* FREE

.
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KEYES CLUB

396 Keyes St. (corner of 9th and Keyes)

Quality club at
Student Prices

oss

Free Initiation with Student ID

st.1

Sign up a friend and get 1 month free

Season’s end doesn’t mean
Karen Smith’s work is done
Karen Smith, there
For
will always be that persistent longing to don a
basketball uniform and run the
hardwood once more.
But the second-year women’s
basketball coach will simply have
to be content with turning a losing program into a winner in
just two years.
With a 14-13 record and a postseason appearance at the Big
West Conference Tournament in
February, the
women’s basketball team
had its best
finish since
1982.
Even
in
the off-season, Smith is
busy. It is half
Smith
an
hour
before workouts and assistant
coaches and players are moving
in and out of Smith’s office. It’s
clearly a busy time.
Over the break, while many
enjoyed the time off, Smith was
back east at the Women’s Final
Four, meeting with 1,600 other
women’s basketball coaches.
And now, while many are
enjoying the start of baseball season, Smith is making preparations for next year, hoping two
more players will sign letters of
intent Wednesday and help
strengthen the foundation that
was laid this season. Four others
have already committed to play
for the Spartans next year and
Smith is clearly pleased about it.
"I feel really good about this
year’s class. They want to help
become part of something special. They want to be a major

S
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Hockey team wins third straight
PCHA title but doesn’t advance
Early season decision sends Stanford to play for national title
despite superiorfinal record
while leaving Spartans
on ice
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Fastest growing
athletic chain in
San Jose

ii
3 Clubs for the price of One
Free weights

41.

Stairmasters/Stairclimbers
Ufecycles
Treadmills
Circuit Training Classes
High Tech Weight Machines
Free Personal Training
Locker Room Facilities
Plenty of Parking
Walking distance from Sial

2nd STREET

-

ATHLETIC CLUB

at

2nd Street

(at Si Carlos in

YWCA building)
for more Information

298-4100

Student rate only $190 a month
with coupon
(first, last month and card fee required)

expires

4/18/94

Membership also good at our other locations
Meridian Athletic Club
1570 Hamilton Ave. (at Meridian)
408-267-1900
*.vr...
trt

I

;

Foxworthy Athletic Club
1405 Foxworthy Ave (at Cherry)
408-978-1959

Coming Soon
Our New Location In
Campbell

e
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Hannah’s Cookies

’Ci

SAN PEDRO
MARKET

9
8 .
.- ,

/
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3RD ’

7
6

241

i
’ 12

11

g

I5TH

6TH

N;

I.
2.
3.
4.

I

1ST

a: ’4

Just Buy 2 Of Hannah’s Fresh Cookies And Get
1 Free
Of Equal Or Lesser Value

;g-

ALMADEN

2N0

Free Cookie

SI

77H

SJSU

P*
8TH

5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
II.
12.

(408) 995-0655
150 S. First Street San Jose, CA
In The Pavilion Court

Commumeation Station
Hannalt"s Cookies
Keye’s Club (901 & Keye’s Ace)
Knuckleheads
New Tung Kee
PaddyN
Rock N’ Taco’s
Second Street Athletic Club
Studio Theatre
Subway
TJ’S Mex
Wing N.

’

TMEarato
1111802.1....

This paper is lbiodigestable

Free Comedy...No Joke!

9TH
10TH
111H

ii

12TH

s.

Tie Comedy Club + Fee + Feel + Spirits
4,

Starting This Friday

Please don’t eat this ad,
bring it to Knuckleheads Comedy Club
and receive free admission:

Mrs. Doubtfire

Call 998-HAHA

:

Come aise 91 Yar At Paddy’s
.44

Paddy’s is downtown’s newest place for fun
and pod. ’Enjoy great tasting food at
affordable college prices while refavng and
unwinding in our pool. room e’r lounge with
big screen TV for aft sports events.

On Tap at Paddy’s:
New Castle BrownAk
w Guinness
Vdflook.
ESB
aik Bass
7v Anchor Steam
Pilsner Unlit&
Bfack7hon: rider

,

ckbb’r
13

1(61 Smoke Tr"

Clam

Mats Daily -Validated Parking

STUDIO TH EAT
396 S. First St. 292-5811

cc!, ’I )orentown _San ’10.4. ri009
a 11 ti

’PC 11’er 11 1

.t

:r-- likr7F
ri:
t

-m0

coupd.

,
.
.
-1’
TACO’I.
I FREE
w/ purchase of an entree over $3.95

.

1
FREIE

Irish Pub & Restaurant

114.

Kmuckleheads Comedy Club
At San Jose Live .150 S. First Street
Must be at least 21. Valid w/reservations only.
Expires 5/30/94
NO DRINK MINIMUMS, NO HASSLES,
JUST GREAT COMEDY!

and
2 Other Great Features

Downtown’s most authentic Irish Pub

BUY 1, GET

II /5

i feet

Bu any 6 inch sandwich and a
medium drink, get a second 6 inch
sandwich of equal or lesser value FREE

.0"

11

Uniden
Micro Pager

L’Ahal Keri
Displayed.
Call Time
’10 Memory
taxation
llotne
Charger

16%
memory
Urgent call
page
$ tones
and sibrate

or fax orders 408.288.5676

\*.

oihr not good or cold cut combo cod or pranoncool
odd mrau Double moor and puny subs nor included
expires .1/11/94

298-5030

I

VS

.11:00.000.

’
’

2-11.rearideart#211

littf TIJA 66% 14:

41*

i

rmItun-r1 Price
S25 Instant Oct. refrain.

,..113,1t,
(408) 292-9091

CELLUURCINE

COM/HUN/CA //OAT
"STAT1ON.
’’"

’
k

c

110i

tsIfTTNAA:DRK CrVVE
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_

EXPIRES 4.3094

$199 QQ

$3995 $1690A

1

Located between 2nd SL3rd
4%4! *I at 71 E. San Fernando St. -1

4.%

SUBWAY*

Technophone
EZ415
9.7 oz.
94t# Alpha
Memory
Multi Lingual
!tome Charger
& Car Adaptor
Included

Technophone
EZ400

--

_

10am-1Opm Monday- Wednesday

.

475 E. San Carlos St.

call

.

1

T.J.’s is open till 3am Thurs.-Sat. I

discount on bulk orders
free delivery ($15 min)

Ply our

Page me! Call me!

4,11,

%).

’Come taste our authentic inexican foods;
All of our entrees are under $6.95!

al..

1

.-

150 S Second St
San Jose. CA 95118

Grand gpening!

111721#

,

Specials:

5IN EVERY THURSDAY

12 OZ BEERS’

Fried Noodles

rNEW TUNG KEE
10% off

; ROCK N TACOS I
HE41.TH-AkX

I ,

131W. SANTA CLARA ST.I
14

’

R.

(5 BLOCKS WESTOS CAMPUS) 1 ki. auhlo m
.

GET ROCKED!
--V
on mo m, NEI 411414
=
Ulm imi ma imi m a.i 8 EXPIRES 4/29/94 IN im
.’. ...- ’‘I ’.. i
‘
.:’(*".
04.-"N.
71,4..t;!,,,,
-..
’’,
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’,.! .. "

.N....4-\ % % - -- ir---- -. ’f

NOODLE
HOUSE

262 East Santa Clara St.
289-8688

..

44.
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Combination Crispy

I .4:tra

Le’
..,\G-

ik ilt’;’

Won Ton Noodle Soup

OPEN UNTIL 3AM
THU.,FRI., & SAT.

.

""s
6,otioes00Pror’or tc‘
fc‘-4ol‘A
ov"

’

Chow Fun

6PM TO MIDNIGHT

314.

.emr.

01 6

Won Ton Rice Stick Soup

-4 1
...

from 8:00 AM to 8:00 PM

Laic

Eng 4 24 114

...1
Sn

cdOPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK
iron

Alied4erig

.1%
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Open House

IF YOU’RE NOT RECYCLING

From page

YOU’RE THROWING IT ALL AWAY.
t heiFn irtinnienIAI Ik’fruse Fund at
Al 1111110 for .1 Iris’ hrochure

SPARTAN DAILY

cer for the San Jose Redevelopment Agency and one of the featured speakers.
He received his degree in
political science with an emphasis in urban politics.
"I want to share a littleinformation about what it is like in
the work world, what to watch
out for and about some of the
surprises out there," he said.
The department is further
catering to students through an
opportunity for them to meet

ED% Fril,

Associated Students Budget Committee Recommendations
for the Fiscal Year 1994-95

with the Student Support Committee at 2 p.m.
The Student Support Committee is designed to facilitate
student needs and interests,"
committee member Andrade
said.
"Students are welcome at
all times to come in and tell
us what they need, what is
going well and what is going
poorly."
The committee, formed this
semester, is made up of students
and faculty.

"SJSU is a classic commuter
school. Trying to get people
more involved in the department is what I think the objective is," said Paul Raupach, president of the political science
honor society Pi Sigma Alpha.
’The department is trying to
get people involved in other
aspects of school besides the
classroom."
Information will also be available on scholarships and careers
in the department office, Business Tower building Room 450.

The Associated Students Budget Committee has finished its deliberations for the fiscal

AAA seeks insurance hike

year 1 994-95. Due to the drop on student enrollment, the committee faced a shortfall of
over one half million dollars, and no new groups are being recommended for allocation. A
public hearing about the recommended budget has been schedule for Wednesday April
13, 1994 at 3:00 PM in the A.S. Council Chambers (third floor of the Student Union). The
Chairperson of the Budget Committee, Alfonso De Alba, Would like to thank all those groups
and individuals who participated in the budget process. According to Mr. De Alba this years
budget process was "very difficult due to the shortfall and the many changes occurring in the
Associated Students." The Board of Directors of the Associated Students will deliberated on
the Budget Committee recommendation April 20-27 at 3:00 PM. Here is a list of all groups
and funding levels recommended by the A.S. Budget Committee for the fiscal year 1994-95:
Special Student Rates

AS. 1 994 - 1995 RECOMMENDED BUDGET

CRUISES

GROUP

AMOUNT

AS EXECUTIVE
A.S. LEGISLATIVE
A.S JUDICIAL BOARD
AS GOVERNMENT OFFICE
A.S WORK STUDY
A.S. 55
A.S.I C.
CAL STATE AFFAIRS
ELECTION BOARD
A.S. HOMECOMING
1.0 C
MONTEREY COUNTY CAMPUS
PUBLIC RELATIONS BOARD
PUBLICITY DEPARTMENT
CAPITAL UTLEY
EQUIPMENT RESERVE
OPERATING RESERVE
SPARTAN MEMORIAL
TRUST RESERVE
COPYRIGHT
EDUCATIONAL FEES
FINANCIAL CUSTODIANSHIP
INSURANCE
LEGAL SERVICES

$

99,302 UL
32,280.00
4,250.00
$
$ 60,762.00
0.00
5,000.00
$

$

3.28300
18,700 00
$ 9,372.00

$

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

1.40000

7,90000
11.376.00
17,670.00
0.00
10,000.00
10,000.00
5,000.00
0.00
10,000.00
4,200.00
2,00000
54.418.00
15,000.00
3,000.00

GROUP

AMOUNT

AS BUSINESS OFFICE
AS CLERICAL
AS, LEGAL COUNSELING
A.S CAMPUS RECREATION
AS PRINT SHOP
A.S PRCGRAM BOARD
A.S. SPECIAL ALLOCATIONS
DISABLED STUD.
ENVIRONMENTAL RESOURCE CTR
FRANCES GULLAND CHILDCARE
GALA.
SJSU ICE HOCKEY
MEChA-RAZA DAY
MOSS LANDING MARINE LABS
SPIRIT TEAMS
WOMEN’S RESOURCE CENTER
WOMEN’S WEEK

Assnr.

STUDENT HEAL D-i ADVISORY CMTTEE
NEW STUDENT ORIENTATION

STRIVING BLACK BROTHERS & SISTERS
ALPHA KAPPA ALPHA
BLACK STUDENT UNION
AFRICAN AWARENESS MONTH

$ 120,128 00
0.00
$
4,000 00
$ 112,333 00
000
$ 166,801 00
$ 30.000 00
4,412.00
$ 10,131 00
$ 87,217 00
$
1.70000
$ 10,125.00
$
6,42300
$
1,252.00
9,030.00
$
$ 1088800
$
3,000 00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
000
000

$

30ory Wm., 441 /9
/day Medea .4219
I day 00000 re1559
dey CanDboan 10,1
4,1859
day 44514 44734

AIR FARES PACKAGES
Wa4.4 44219
v... /5.44329
Make
.4239
44149
Cato
CdrIcuo 44219
Guadelmam
4198

Maw

/544419

Kona /5444,d
CVO

/3.4269

CM,’ 2,4 369

Saivador/Guatarnala 1399 Costa RI /Managua $479
San Pedro $469 Lima 549
Santiago $709 Caraca $495
Toeyo $489 Taipei $589 Singapore $679
13811001, $652 Manila $688 Seoul 8579
London/Munch $439 Frankfurt/Paris $449
Lagos $1429 Glasgow/Manchester $539
Vienna $569 Amman $889
Same reeInceons may aopy
aa pew.. end ourcntead
OSIER 0051111311045 00540011REASE CALL FOR DETAILS

SUPER TRAVEL.

INC.

Las
CARSON CITY (AP)
Vegas is one of the fastest-growing areas in the nation, which
means more cars, more traffic
congestion, more accidents and
more auto thefts.
Those are among the reasons
the California State Automobile
Association, local representative
of American Automobile Association, cites in seeking a 13.9 percent rate hike that would generate $7.8 million a year
But John Wiles, state consumer advocate for vehicle owners, is pushing for a rate hike of
no more than 3 percent for
AAA, the fourth largest auto
insurer in Nevada with policies
on 70,207 vehicles.
The two sides will fight it out
Wednesday and Thursday at a
hearing in Las Vegas before state
Insurance Commissioner Terry
Rankin, who will make the final
decision,
AAA initially filed in October
for a 22.9 percent increase but

(408) 321-9222/(510)226 9453

Campus Interviews
April

19, 1994

OLDE, America’s Full Service Discount Brokers"’ is
looking for motivated people to establish a career in
the brokerage business.
OLDE offers:
12-18 month paid training program
Potential six-figure income
Excellent benefits

DSA Presents:

If you possess excellent communication skills, general
market knowledge and the desire to excel, sign up for
an on-campus interview on April 19, 1994 in the Career
Center.
If you are unable to arrange an interview call:

1 800 937-0606
or send resume to:
OLDE Discount Stockbrokers
National Recruiting
751 Griswold Street
Detroit, Ml 48226

.AOLDE
DISCOUNT STOCKBROKERS
Member NYSE and SIP(

Disability Awareness Day

An Equal Opportunity Employer

Celebrating Achievement
Today
Time:
9130 am 9:30 am 9:30 am 10:30 am
11:00 am
1 1:30 am
12:00 pm
12:00 pm
12:30 pm

10:30 am
12:30 pm
10:30 am
- 11:00 am
- 11:30 am
- 12:00 pm
- 1:00 pm
- 1:00 pm
- 3:30 pm

Event:

Location:

Canine Companions
Video Presentation
Wheelchair Basketball
Wheelchair Dance
Beep Baseball
Obstacle Course
Latin Jazz Band
Storyteller
Mock Interviews
& "Jobs 4 U"

SPXC 68
SPXE 107
SPXE 44A
SPXE 44A
SPXE 44A
SPXE 44A
S.U. Amphitheatre
S.U. Umunum Rm.
S.U. Almaden Rm.

(A)N1IAN1;,
MAJOR PERSONAL COMPUTER AUCTION
AT

AT&T GLOBAL INFORMATION SOLUTIONS
AT&T GLOBAL INFORMATION SOLUTIONS

1BM 486 value points, color think pads, PS I ’s
NEC ultralite 486 SL notebook, NEC laser printers and disk
drives ranging from 40 MB to 5GB
Over 800 new & demo Arnbra color notebooks & ultralites,
featuring new 486 active & passive color notebooks w/warranties!
Over 400 new Swan Technologies 486 minitowers, desktops &
multimedia systems with software & warranties!
Over 200 new Imnac 486 desktops & multimedia systems completely
configured with software! Also! Packard Bell Multimedia systems.
CD ROM multimedia kits for Appk Mac and IBM

New & demo QMS & Data Products laser pnnters(4& pm)
Enormous selection of brand mane educational & game software

by Career Planning & Placement

4:30 pm

Disabled Student Services
AWARDS!
Presentation and Reception

Over 60 Herman Miller workstations, office furnishings and
facility equipment
VISA AND MASTERCARD ACCEPTED!
DON’T MISS THIS TREMENDOUS OPPORTUNITY!

University Room
(Faculty/Staff
Dining Room)

FRIDAY, APRIL 22, AT 10AM
Preview Thursday, April 21 from 9am to 7pm

*DSA expresses their deepest appreciation to the
Human Performance Department.
Funded by she Associated
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cut it to 13.9 percent in February. AAA spokesman Barry
Shiller said that’s needed to
cover "general inflationary"
trends in the auto insurance
business.
Shiller said medical costs continue to rise, and auto insurance
companies can’t take advantage
of medical discount rates offered
by health maintenance organizations and preferred provider
groups.
Those injured in auto accidents are paying the full cost of
hospital and medical care as
opposed to widely discounted
prices given to employers and
others, he added.
Wiles suggests the company is
overestimating its future losses
and expenses. By trimming
those items, Wiles said, the rate
increase drops to 8.5 percent.
And a key issue, Wiles said, is
the dividend paid by the company, which is owned by its policy
holders.

County will
not release
lab results
to family
RIVERSIDE, Calif. (AP)
County authorities Monday
refused to share information
with the family of Gloria
Ramirez in a dispute over her
remains and the investigation
into a mystery illness that struck
hospital workers who treated
her, said an attorney for the relatives.
Ramirez, 31, died Feb. 19 at
Riverside General Hospital as
attendants in the emergency
room began suddenly fainting
or getting sick. Some of the
stricken doctors, nurses and
technicians recalled smelling
something like ammonia before
they became ill.
The family maintains that she
wasn’t the cause and wants the
Riverside County coroner’s
office to release her body without conditions. The source of
the illness was something in the
county-run hospital, relatives say.
They have asked for results of
the investigation into her death.
County officials sent samples of
1Ramirez’s tissue, blood and
other body fluids to several labs
for examination, but they have
refused to release results.
The coroner has also said
Ramirez’s body must remain in
the airtight coffin where it has
been sealed since two autopsies
were performed.
Seeking a judge’s support on
the issue, the county filed a lawsuit against her family members.
Superior Court Judge Victor
Miceli, who last week accused
officials of being ’totally insensitive to the needs of the family,"
ordered depositions from three
county employees.
When a family lawyer showed
up Monday to take the statements, however, he was told the
county was dropping its suit and
there would be no depositions,
said attorney Ronald Schwartz.
Nor would officials answer
when asked if Ramirez’s body
could filially be released and
buried, said Schwartz.
County spokesman Tom
DeSantis didn’t return a phone
call.
Ramirez’s relatives are "confused, and very hurt," Schwartz
said, and still in the dark about
what happened before and after
her death. The first autopsy was
conducted under elaborate safety precautions, and the second
wasn’t immediately made public.
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Pumping up spring fever

Believe it or not,
there is a good tim
to call the IRS.
Call 1 -800-TAX-1040 today.
Shape up for Summer
C

Aerobics!!!

SJSU sophomore Robert Pearson does some
push-ups at the par course near the Spartan Memo-

Al Axe Swam

Gregory M.
O’Connor, D.D.S.
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nal Monday. He usually works out in a gym, but
decided to take advantage of the good weather.
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Fingerprinting program begins
at welfare offices in So Cal
PASADENA, Calif. (AP)
Applicants for a federal welfare
program were fingerprinted
Monday in a new plan to fight
fraud totaling hundreds of millions of dollars each year.
Welfare applicants were fingerprinted at Los Angeles County Department of Public Social
Services offices in Pasadena,
Norwalk, Compton, Florence
and West Los Angeles.
The program involves the Aid
to Families With Dependent
Children program and will
expand to other offices in corning,weeks.
Through expanding this system, DPSS will be able to direct
aid to those truly needy families
while detecting those who are
ripping off the system so that
taxpayer dollars will be going to
help those in need, not those

Animal-rights
activists’ struggle
in vain; octopus
pulls own plug
LOS ANGELES (AP)
A
captive giant octopus which animal-rights activists demanded be
freed was found dead in an
empty tank Monday after it
pulled out a drain pipe during
the night, a Cabrillo Marine
Museum official said.
We thought for sure that this
would be well beyond her capabilities," said Mike Schaadt,
exhibits director at Cabrillo
Marine Aquarium in San Pedro.
Animal-rights activists blamed
the stress of captivity for the
death of the sea creature they
had given the unofficial name
Octavia.
"We warned the aquarium
that this would happen ... that
the stress would be too much
for her," said Lisa Lange, spokeswoman for People for the Ethical Treatment of Animals in
Washington, D.C.
The 58-pound sea creature
with 12-foot arms was housed in
a 600-gallon tank measuring
about 6 feet wide by 4 feet high.
The drain pipe was a 2-inch
diameter tube extending from
the bottom of the tank to near
the top to catch overflow.
"She actually pulled the drain
pipe out of her tank and it
drained the water out of her
tank. This happened last night
some time," Schaadt said.
The pipe was lifted out of a
fitting at the bottom, he said.
"We glued it in with silicone
sealer an we thought that
would be plenty strong
enough," Schaadt said.
The possibility that a person
had pulled the pipe was dismissed.
"There is no indication whatsoever that this was sabotage by
a person," Schaadt said.
Schaadt said an attempt to
revive the octopus was unsuccessful and it was frozen in
order to preserve it for examination.

APRIL

Please
Recycle
the

who have a plan of greed," said
county Supervisor Michael
Antonovich.
Gov. Pete Wilson re c entiv
approved use of the compute!
fingerprinting program in Los
Angeles County, the first CalifinMa county to use fingerprinting
to fight welfare fraud.
Applicants’ fingerprints are
scanned into a computer that
compares them with fingerprints of established clients.
Those refusing to be fingerprinted are denied aid.
The percentage of applicants
fraudulently receiving assistance
begins at an estimated 4
percent, according to the
state Health and Welfare
Agency.
That percentage would cost
the state $750 million annually;
the agency said.
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Salaries

Missing children, babysitter found
REDw(101)crrY. Calif

(Al’)
’Three children .11)(1a babysitter who Y.:unshed over the weekend were found safe in Oakland
Monday. police said.
The break in the case came
after police detained and questioned the adult boyfriend of the
I5-year-old babysitter, Jessica
Brooks.
Authorities believe the babysitter MaX have had an argument
with her aunt, who has custody.
of the children.
Brooks and the children. 4year-old twin girls Jasmine and
Adrianna Covarrubias and their
16-month-old sister, Arecelli,

wet c List well at ,,und ti p.m. Saturday
’They planned to play in
a nearby p.trk for about 45
minutes, but never returned
home.
Brooks was hying with the girls
arid their aunt.
Brooks and the children
were found in an Oakland apartment about 12:30 p.m., said Redwood City police Capt. Jim
Cr anucci.
The apartment belonged to a
family friend.
The matter is being turned
over to Child Protective Services,
Grainicci said.
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Classes taught by comedians
No test or written work
Videos/Movies

L(408)248-6811
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DANCE ’94
Featuring San Jose State’s, University Dance Theatre
April 13, 1:00 pm
April 16, 2:00 pm
April 14, 15, 16, 8:00 pm
Tickets available at
University Box Office,
5th & San Fernando,
(408) 924-4555
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Faculty vs. Administrative Salaries

(maximum salary based m 12-month schedule)
From page
$140
inexperienced professors to save
money. That’s taillshit."
Level I -instructor, first11111
According to Lela Llorens,
level supervisor
$120
m
Professors’
acting director of the Office of
MI salaries
Level 2- asst. professor,
Faculty Affairs, faculty are conmiddle-level
II
IL I
cerned about being treated fair$100
management
ly.
In January 1994, the CaliforLevel 3- associate
LIntistrative
In.
nia Faculty Association (CFA)
professor, dean
$80
criticized Munitz’s decision to
Level 9- professor, vice
spend only one third of the
president
funds on salary raises.
$60
Note: positions and
The CFA attacked Munitz’s
opposition to the automatic
levels vary by campus.
granting of merit-based raises,
$40
which are often given to junior
faculty. In their January newsletter, the CFA acknowledged, "We
$20
are in for one big fight on this
issue."
The CFA filed a grievance
$0
against the CSU because no
level 2
Level 1
Level 3
Level 4
funds had been allocated for facSource CSU
Pay rates
ulty raps s since 1991. The CFA
dropped the grievance in January whei. $17 million was allotted
LARRY BARRETTSPARTAN DAILY
for rat&s.
"There’s cm itement over the
fact tnazasi..ething has broken dent who oversees a $100 million dents at the 20 schools studied is projects and reduce purchases of
loose," Llorens said. lithe grant- budget," Evans said. "We simply $144,908 a year, while CSU pres- equipment and supplies.
ing of merit salary adjustments aren’t competitive salary-wise. idents earned an average of
The University of Louisville
awl
st-of-living adjustments When I was looking for a new $120,075 before the current has approved a 3 percent salary
1NaS III «injunction with a grievexecutive vice president, I was raise. This disparity has led some increase for its president
ance filed by the CFA, so be it."
turned down by people who presidents to leave the system for although the state has cut uniThese faculty and staff raises took lower positions that paid higher paying jobs elsewhere.
versity budgets for the fourth
are hard for some students to more, by quite a margin.
"We need to beef up the year in a row.
swallow. Next year, student fees
Evans mentioned that the salaries to reflect the responsibilThe result is a 15.4 percent
will leap from $1,440 to $1,782 if high cost of housing and the ity of the presidents in our sys- fee increase for students and cuts
they are approved by the state general cost-of-living in Califor- tem," Bentley-Adler said.
in the number of classes availlegislature this summer.
nia, San Jose in particular, makes
Nationally, many universities, able.
’The timing is incredibly anu- the presidential position less private and public, are facing the
In the CSU, the total cost
gam," said Anne Blackshaw, leg- attractive to prospective candi- same dilemma of having to raise of increasing presidents’ salaries
islative advocate for the Califor- dates applying nation-wide.
administrative salaries despite is $208,000 a year out of the
nia State Student Association,
"It’s like if you want to play increasing student fees and system’s nearly $2 billion budget.
which represents 347,000 CSU poker, you have to have a stake," declining enrollments.
Chancellor Munitz believes
students. "We don’t see nearly as Evans said.
At the University of Massachu- it’s a small amount to pay
much effort going into making
Indeed, the California Post- setts-Boston, President Sherry to keep salaries more competisure enrollments are maintained secondary Education Committee Penney was given a 44 percent tive.
or increased, that we have (CPEC) has provided reports to increase, raising her salary from
"I don’t think it’s necessary,"
enough classes and that students the state legislature comparing $97,000 to $140,000. U Mass- economic graduate student
are ven fee levels that are real- the salaries of CSU executives to Lowell President William Hogan Ambrose Leung said. "Keeping
istic.
their counterparts at 20 public was given an increase from top-quality
administrators
Munitz argues that there will and private universities through- $96,812 to $125,000.
shouldn’t be our highest priority
"never be a good time" to make out the country.The results show
Both raises were approved Professors should be the highest
what he believes are necessary that the CSU presidents’ salaries despite a $4.9 million budget priority"
increases.
fall far below the average in the deficit that has forced the
"If you want good people, you
"You have to consider the CPEC report.
schools to cut part-time faculty, have to pay them a reasonable
responsibility of being the presiThe average salary for presi- delay numerous maintenance arm nun of money," Munitz said.
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SANTA
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SUMMER
SESSION
Look what the best regional university west of the
Rocky Mountains iranking by U.S. News and World Report)
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read," he said, speaking of ’The
Comedy Desire.
Soldofsky said what makes a
poem successful is that it is not
just about the author.
Instead, it focuses on an experience we all know about.
Soldofsky said Peterson does
this in his poems.
"When he writes about losing
a girlfriend or whatever, we
re-experience our own feeling
of loss or desire. It’s as if he
is able to speak for the parts
of everyone’s soul, the part
of the deeper self. It takes a
real poet of skill and experience
to bring these moments to

life in language," Soldofsky said.
Peterson was born in 1933 in
Plainfield, New Jersey. He graduated from Centre College in
Kentucky and completed his
graduate work at Rutgers University. According to Grewell,
Peterson is currently working to
earn his doctorate degree at ’UC
Santa
Barbara.
However,
although Peterson is an English
professor, he is planning to earn
his doctorate in psychology.
He has published an earlier
pamphlet of poems titled "Here
Is No Ordinary Rejoicing."
"The Comedy of Desire" can
be purchased at the Spartan
Bookstore for $10.

Court rejects challenge to
quadruple murder sentence
SAN FRANCISCO (AP)
The state Supreme Court ruled
for the second time Monday
that a Los Angeles man was
properly sentenced to death for
four murders, rejecting defense
claims of tainted testimony by a
jailhouse informant.
The court had upheld Stanley
Williams’ convictions and death
sentence in 1988, based on the
trial record.
Williams’ lawyer then filed
another appeal, saying new evidence showed that police had
illegally used an informant to
pry incriminating statements
from Williams.
But the court said the most
damaging
statements
by
Williams, about a plan to escape
after killing two guards and a
witness, were made to the informant with no prompting by officers and were properly admitted
as evidence.
The informant may have
been acting as a police agent
when he questioned Williams at
later dates, the court said. Police
use of an informant to question
a jailed inmate violates the
inmate’s constitutional right to
have a lawyer present during
questioning and invalidates the
evidence.
But on those occasions, the
court said, Williams only discussed modific ations of the
escape plot, and "we can confi-

den tly say that the jury would
have returned the same verdict
of death" if jurors had never
heard those statements from the
informant.
The ruling, in the court’s first
death penalty case of the year,
was written by Chiefiustice Malcolm Lucas, with no dissents.
Justice Stanley Musk wrote a separate opinion, saying he agreed
that Williams’ death sentence
should stand even though "I
cannot condone what was done
by law enforcement officials in
this case," a criticism Lucas did
not make.
Deputy Attorney General
Joan Comparet declined comment, saying she had not seen
the ruling.
Defense lawyer Bert Deixler
could not be reached for comment. Deixler has already filed
the same appeal in federal
court.
Williams, now 40, was convicted of fatally shooting a convenience store clerk dunng a $120
robbery in Whittier on Feb. 28,
1979, and killing a husband, wife
and daughter, owners of a Los
Angeles motel, in a robbery of
$50 to $100 11 days later.
The court in 1988 upheld his
death sentence in a 5-2 decision
that for the first time allowed a
lawyer to go along with his
client’s refusal to put on evidence against a death sentence.
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Russia, U.S. plan joint military
exercises i n Russian republic
IJMOSCOW (AP) - Some
troops will hold
joint maneuvers this summer with the Russian military, the
first such exercises on Russian
soil.
Monday’s announcement signaled that despite differences
over Yugoslavia and other issues,
Russia and the United States
want to continue moving away
from the tense decades of Cold
War confrontation,
instead
planning for

250 U.S.

Now,

of

war on the plains of Europe, they
are holding military exercises to
help prepare for future U.N.
peacekeeping operations.
Some Russians, however,

of

KIEV, Ukraine (AP) Ukraine’s new parliament
looks to be deeply divided
between
Communists
and

4

10,000

nationalists, with no clear consensus for economic reform,
according to early election
results Monday.
After a third round of voting
Sunday, about two-thirds of the
seats in the 450-member parliament had been filled, and two
radically opposed blocs were
emerging.
The Communists and their
Socialist and Agrarian Party allies
hold 112 seats. They scored
strongly in the south and east of
the former Soviet republic areas closest to Russia.
Trailing them is a loose
"nationalist-democratic" alliance
that holds 43 seats. The alliance
includes nationalists, some of
whom want Ukraine to remain a
nuclear power, and reformers
who want faster movement
toward a free-market economy.
Support for the alliance was

ing Russia for nearly 50 years,"
Zhirinovsky told the State Duma
last Friday. "We’re against any
joint military exercises on Russia’s territory with any foreign
army. No foreign army here!

Chinese CEO executed
EBEIJING (AP) - The
president of a Chinese
company who embezzled
about $375,000 was executed
on Monday in another example
of the government’s anti-corruption campaign.
A vice minister was sentenced to 20 years in prison in
the same case
Shen Taifu, 39, president of
the Great Wall Machinery and
Electronics High-Technology
Industrial Group Corp., was
executed on charges of embezzlement and bribery totaling
3.25 million yuan ($373,500),

the official Xinhua News
Agency reported.
His wife, Sun Jihong, compafly vice president, was given a
15-year sentence. Li Maoshi,
vice minister of science and
technolop, who accepted thousands of dollars in bribes from
Shen, was fired from his post,
expelled from the Communist
Party and sentenced to 20 years
in prison.
The sentences were among
the harshest in China’s anti-corruption campaign, which has
been going on for several years
with little effect.

9

Ukraine’s new
leaders divided
over reforms

remain wary
military cooperation with their longtime advcrsary, the United States, which
sent
soldiers to Russia in
in a failed attempt to crush
the Bolshevik Revolution.
Vladimir Zhirinovsky and
other nationalists have denounced the planned exercises
as a sinister American plot to
undermine Russia.
"We know how they have
been hatching plans for attack-

1918

Ind

NATO strikes Serb positions for second day
SARAJEVO,
BosniaHerzegovina (AP) - U.S.
bombs destroyed a tank
and struck several personnel
carriers outside the besieged
Muslim enclave of Gorazde on
Monday in NATO’s second air
strike on Bosnian Serb positions
in two days.
After two F-I8 warplanes
based in Avian, Italy, ended
their bombing mission, the
Serbs responded with renewed
fury, firing a barrage of artillery
shells on Muslims holed up in

grade, reported "indiscriminate

Olivier van Bunnen, a representative of Doctors Without
Borders in Gorazde, and
Gorazde official Esad Ohranovic said Serb attacks intensifled after the NATO air raid.

shelling" of Gorazde. She said a
shell landed close to UNHCR

While officially the air attacks
Sunday and Monday were

the battered town

35

miles

southeast of Sarajevo.
Lyndall Sachs, a spokeswoman for the U.N. High Comtnissioner for Refugees in Bel-

offices in Gorazde, blowing out
all the windows. There were no

made to protect U.N. personnel
in Gorazde, the air attack

casualties,
Quoting relief workers on
the ground, she reported heavy
infantry combat at a hilltop
near the town center.

seemed aimed more at halting
an assault on Gorazde that has
left an estimated 156 people
dead and 646 wounded the past
12 days.

Classified

heaviest in western Ukraine,
which was not part of the Soviet
Union until World War B.

The largest group of new lawmakers was independent candidates, who hold 168 seats. They
are a diverse group, including
collective farmers and factory
directors, professors and government officials.

Phone: 924-3277 II FAX: 924-3282
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ELECTROLYSIS CLINIC.
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Certain advertisements In
Retired secretary. Let me do
Unwanted hair removed forever.
Many different restaurants. West Be the first to Occupy these all subjects. Versatile, expert
refer
may
these
corms
Specialist. Confidential.
the typing!! Resumes, term
WANT TO PURCHASE posters, SJ area. Own car + ins. 369.9401. newly upgraded units. Studios, service. Fast turnaround. Free FAX
the reader to specific
Your ovek probe or disposable.
papers, theses, etc. Grad
newspapers, buttons etc. from
one and two bedrooms from delivery. 800.777-790140% DIStelephone numbers or
335 S. Baywood Ave. San Jose.
& undergrad. IBM Computer.
the Black Panther Party. Call GENERAL HELP for small mattress $525. 1/2 block from SJSU. COUNT!
addresses for additional
247.7486.
Laser printer. Fax machine.
Samuel Brooks (510)654-7862. store. Close to SJSU. PT/Fr flex Parking. Cable ready. Ask about Permanent Cosmetics by Trish.
nomad/on. Clarified
Nortary Public. Appointment
hours. Informal atmosphere, move in bonus. $400. dep. Enhance your natural beauty!
readers should be remindnecessary. Call Anna at
jeans OK. Immediate. 294-5478. No pets. 55 South 6th St. Eye Liner - Lips - Eyebrows. STUDENT MASSAGE! 23 year
ed that, when making
972-4992
408-292-5174,
Expires June 1st. 1994. old offers healthy, full body
EMPLOYMENT
these reser contacts,
Physical Therapy Massage.
408-3794500
SUMMER CAMP JOBS!
they should require corn
2) YRS PROKSSIONAL Experismak
ANNOUNCEMENTS RECEPTIONIST- PART TIME. Counselors, Specialists: arts. RENT A SPACIOUS 1 BR. APT. Hair Today Gone Tomorrow Minorities encouraged too.
pre Infomrion before
Typing & transcnption for ALL your
Tuesday & Thursday. 8:00am to nature, gymnastics, horseback in landmark bldg. Huge windows. 621 E. Campbell Ave. #17. Myself: Honest &nice appearance.
sending money for goods
needs including COLOR. Copying,
Page 552-0885 for callback
100% PURE ADRENALJNE 111111 2:00pm. $8.00 per hour. Start (Western, English, & Vaulting). miniblinds, new appliances Campbell, CA 95008.
ix services. In addition,
from Robert.
binding & FAX available. Pick up
kitchen and RN/EMT for girls incl. D.W. & disposal. A/C.
Experience the thrill of free falling today! Atlas Security: 972-2099,
readers should carehay
& delivery. REASONABLE RATES.
camp in Santa Cruz Mountains. Neutral carpet, intercom entry, WRITING HELP. Professional
from 10,000 feet at the Bay Area’s
Investigate
firms
offering
Timeliness & satisfaction
only skydivirg center. Come join us GET PADA HAVE FUN In the NM Salary, room & board. Contact gated covered parking, laundry editing, rewriting, proofing. ghosternpiownent
INSURANCE
guaranteed. Tutoring available
for a tandem jump and enjoy your YMCA needs enthusiastic camp Obi Scouts of Santa Own County room.Great views) 1 blk from writing. Letters, reports, books,
listings or coupons tor
in some subjects. Contact Candi
first skydive with only 45 minutes leaders to work with youth in at 408-287-4170. Day Camp campus. 2 persons OK. Rent from essays, theses, articles, etc. For
discount vacations or
AUTO INSURANCE
at (408) 369.8614.
of training. For the true thrill seek South Si. June 20 - Sept 3. Mon- positions in SJ also available. $640. Aspen Vintage Tower more info please call Dave Bolick.
merchandise.
Campus Insurance Service
510-601-9554. VISA/MASTERer, try an accelerated freefall Fri., 40 hrs/wk. $170.-$240. wk. Positions include: Class II drivers. 297-4705,
Special Student Programs
CARD. FAX. Emergencies O.K.
CALL MARCIA 266-9448
assistant camp director &
course and find yourself on the Call 226,9622 for more info.
for Word Processing Services
Serving SJSU for 20 years
counselors.
2 Bedroom Aperbresnt S750/mo.
fastest road to becoming a
"Great Rates for Good Drivers"
PROFESSIONAL BODY MASSAGE
Edit & Format Speciaiist for
Security type building
certified skydiker, starting with a six
COMPUTER PROGRAMMER
"Good Rates for NonGood DrNers" BIKE/CAMP EUROPE $1175.
C,ve yourself a healthy gift
Theses/Protects/Term Papers.
Secure Parking
ACUFACTS, INC.
hour class and a mile long freefail
Part time, experienced in
SPECIAL DISCOUNTS
plUS b:rd airfare.6 canines, 7 weeks.
you can afford. 1 hr session
APA Tomblin MLA
Close In
MS ACCESS and XPRO. $$$
Security guards/patrol officers
the same day. Videos of your jump
Grammar. Punct . Phrasing
"Good Student" "Family Multi-car Easy pace, sag support. Depart
Full-time/Part-time. All shifts.
$25.0011
Modem Building
David 262-1958.
also available. Owned and operatEurope
’94,
Bike
CALL
TODAY
296-5270
6/14,
Brochure:
Tables.
Graphs, & Charts.
Apply
Swedish
or
sports
massage.
service
Cable
Mon.-Fri.
8am-6pm.
Free
Basic
ed by SJSU students and grads.
315 Wall St. Chico, CA 95928.
Will also edit disks.
FREE QUOTE
House calls also. Call Paul at
Laundry Room
555D Meridian Ave. San Jose.
For more info call (510)634-7575. CPA CANDIDATES Accounting
dpi
Laser Printing
NO
HASSLE
600
576
S.
5th
St.
Village
7360929.
Apts.
(408) 286-5880.
firm offers 12 hours per week
Resumes/Cover Letters
NO OBUGATION
(408) 295-6893.
during school. Will train. Fr/So
NEW STUDENT DENTAL PLAN:
International
Welcome
Also
open
Saturdays
9-2,
WORD
Starer
PROCESSING
FREE SERVICES to currently
Office visits and x-rays no charge. status only. Good language. ALASKA SUMMER EMPLOYMENT.
10 minutes from campus’
Earn up to $8,000.+ n two months. 3 BEDROOM 2 BATH VICTORIAN enrolled students. CAREER
371-3445, 8 - 10 am only.
SAVE MONEY and your teeth.
PROFESSIONS’.
Word
Processing.
Room & board! Transportation! near downtown, restored to new PLANNING AND PLACEMENT 850.00 STUDENT DISCOUNT!
Enroll now!
CASHIERS 4th & Santa Clara Male/Female. No experience condition in 1987. New kitchen. offers job listings. job search ASTORIA INSURANCE BROKERAGE Tneses, term papers, group EXPERT WORD PROCESSORS.
For brochure see A.S. Office or
Chevron. AP shifts available, full or necessary! (206) 545-4155 ext. baths, tile, appliances, furnace. assistance, job fairs, career Auto. Jet Ski, Motorcycle, projects, resumes, letters. etc. Science and Engiish papers,
call (KO) 655-3225.
garage 8, more. $1045 per mo. + counseling. interest testing, Boat, Home owners Insurance. All formats. especially APA. theses our specialty. Laser printA6041.
part time. 295-3964.
W95 dep. 3548913 cr 4833295. career workshops, and career "Alumni" serving "Students" Experienced, dependable, quick ing. Free spell check and storage.
DIM mmur R. YOU AS A IMRE&
/employer info. Register for the ...Talk to me, I’ll help you. return. Transcriptions available. APA. Turabian and other formats.
Officer! Leading, learning, RECEPTIONIST P/T: 10-3pm CRUISE SHIPS HIRING Earn up
supervising. Paid summer (flexible). 35 worn. Excl. customer to $2,000+/mo. on Cruise Ships 790 S. 111hSTREET APTS. Large 24 hour job hotline. Visit BC13 DUI? Accidents? Suspended Lic? Almaden / Branham area. Resumes, editing, graphics
and other services available.
Call me. (Don) 408-247-3734. Call Linda (408) 264-4504.
c ail 9246033 for details.
training. Participate with out skills a MUST! Flexible willing to or Land-Tour companies. Summer 2 bdrm./2 ba. $745. - $795. /mo.
Masterson’s Word Processing.
Oven on Sat/Sun with appt. only!
obligation. Over 25 career paths. expand duties, variety of tasks. & full-time employment available. Responsive management. Walk or
par Rau, or Virginia 4OR 2F :0449
I
HATE
TO
TYPEI
LEGAL
SERVICES
Call
ride
bike
to
school.
Very
clean.
Carole
No
experience
necessary.
$7/hr.
Call
Benefits.
call
more,
know
If you want to
If this got your attention, give your
Criminal Defense
roomy & remodeled. Secured
1-206-6340468 ext. C6041.
408-492-1680.
1-800-PLC-USMC.
self a break. Let me do it for you!
Drunk Driving
entrance. Laundry facilities. Cable
5.CHOLARSHIP SERV.
Pick up and delivery $1.00
Theft Charges
MOOELS, ACTORS, ACTRESSES. ACCOUNTING STUDENT Part FEMALES MODELS for Silicon TV. Ample parking. Call 2889157,
Resumes, term papers 8, theses.
REAL CHEAP TRAVEL!
Drug Charges
Local agent seeks fresh talent. time to assist CPA with ongoing Valley posters/postcards. Contact
APA format. $2.00 per double $S MONEY FOR COLLEGE SS
Discount air tickets to Europe
Personal Injury
Nationwide exposure possible. project in Fremont. General Joe Anthony @ Silicon Valley WILLOW GARDEN APTS.
unclaimed!
and the Orient. Special London
spaced page / 5.00 minimum. $1. 3 5 itAuto/Motorcycle injuries
408-998-0300. Minutes from
Call 249-9737 or FAX 249-1233. office knowledge helpful. Scenes (408)247-8779.
Scholars- p matching
Cash only. Collide- 445-0707.
summer fare $498. R/T.
Slip & Fall injuries
San Jose State. Spacious 2
(510) 256-7930.
guaranteed’
FREE
informative
for
the
summer
season.
Buy
now
No
fee
if
no
recovery.
POSTAL JOBS AVAILABLE! bdrm. apts. with 2 full baths.
LOSE UP TO 15 POUNDS IN 15
Special student fares. Call now! HA’AVARD6FREP4ONT.UNION CITY booklet) 24 hour recording!
BEH7ADI LAW OFFICES
days. 10036 natural 10036 graraiteed. F YOU WILL HAVE A BA OR B.& Many positions. Great benefits. Ideal for students and roomCall
now!
Toll
Free!
and
typing:
Worclprocess,ng
DISCOUNT
TRAVEL
DESK
For free color brochure call by this spring 1994, are of Call 1-800-436-4365 ext. P-3310. mates. Swimming pool, saunas. 111 N. Market St. 1306. San Jose
1(800) 434-6015 ext 1210.
1-800-690-9030.
All work accepted)! Reports
Tel: 408.971-3661,
weight room & club house.
dNerse ethnicity, and would like to
1-800-672-0135.
APA.
Proficient
with
Theses
work with pre-schoolers with AA CRUISE li TRAVEL Employment Quality living at a reasonable
MLA, and Turabian formats: CORPORATE SCHOLARSHIPS!!!
CATCH A JET!
MEN & WOMEN - BARE IT ALL!
AMAZING THIGH CREAM. 100% disabilities, explore the opportunity Guide. Earn big SES + travel the rate. 1750 Stokes St.
Europe $269.
Quick & Speedy turnaround: The private sector wants to fund
PERMANENT HAIR REMOVAL.
natural. For free color brochure, to train with some financial world free! (Caribbean, Europe,
or
New
York
WP
5.1, Laser printer. Call me your education! Billions of Et in
$129.
tweezing
waxing,
shaving,
Stop
information,
Hawaii,
Asia!)
Hurry.
busy
spring
&
more
assistance.
For
call 1-800-672-0135.
Call for program description!
7 days a week 7 arn to 10 pm. corporate financial aid goes
using chemicals. Let us permaSERVICES
call 924-3762 or inquire in summer seasons approaching.
AIRHITCH
5
1-800397-1098.
hair.
Suzanne
Scott 510/441.0504, unclaimed each year. Why?
unwanted
your
remove
nently
Free
student
travel
club
memberSweeney
Hall
210.
TELEPHONE BILLS TOO HIGH?
People don’t know where or how
ship! Cal (919)929-4398 eit. C181. PROFESSIONAL GUITARIST Back - Chest Lip- Bikini - Chin Are you tired of feeling broke after
GO?
WORD
PROCESSING
/ TYPING. to apply for it. Learn how to tap
WHERE
DO
YOU
WANT
TO
faculty
Tummy
Students
&
etc.
w/B.A.
experience
and
15
years
paying your bills? SAVINGS OF ENGUSH TEACHER wanted Mon.
Hawaii. Mexico. Europe?
West San Jose/Cupertino. APA+ into this vaivable resource.
CONSUMER RESOURCES offers Wed. Fri. 4:00-5:00. $10/hr. Fir ALASKA FISHERIES Summer is now accepting students wishing receive 15% discount. First appt.
Term papers Group projects Cali now: 408.236-3747.
Call for low air fares.
students discounted long-distance doss Na-ty 293-2451 -5546634. employment. Earn up to $15,000. to excel at guitar or bass. All 1/2 price if made before June 30,
*Thesis Letters Applications
this summer in canneries, proces- levels and styles apply Beginning. 1994. Hair Today Gone Tomorrow, Great low prices for cruises too!
price info. Easily cut your telephone
11111 BILLIONS available for your
Make
your
vacation
Rssunes
*Tape transcnption.
plans
now.
017.
costs by more than 30% & save SECURITY- $7.00 TO S12.00/IIR. sors, etc. Male/female. No exp. Intermediate, and advanced in 621 E. Campbell Ave.
Nursing/Math/Science/English. education. all students qualify!
Call Arlene 406997-3647.
money. Send $5.00 /sase for Security / Control Center / EMT’s necessary. Room/board/travel jazz, rock, fusion, blues, funk, Campbell . (408)379-3500.
evenings.
printer.
Free message (800) 666-GRAD.
Days
&
Laser
often provided! Guaranteed suc- reggae and folk. Call Bill Ireton at
Weekly Pay Checks.
info packet & start saving now:
7 days. SUZANNE. 446.5658
Savings Of Consumer Resources Medical / Dental / Vacation Pay. cessl (919)929-4398 ext. A181. 408,298-6124.
Full-time or Part-time.
(S.O.C.R) P.O. Bat 21345, Sal _tee
9tes lye lAerv/Milpitas/SJ/S Clara RUN YOUR OWN BUSINESS this
CA 95151.
summer! Summer management
No experience Necessary.
internships available with
Day shift starts: 6.7 or 8 am.
Student Works Painting.
Swing shift starts: 3 or 4 pm.
For
info call 1600-295967R
Grave shift starts: 11 or 12 pm.
Apply 8am 5pm, Mon.- Fri.
GREEKS lb CLUBS
EARN GREAT MONEY!
Vanguard Seority Services
EARN $50 - $2130
Environmental company
3212 Scott Blvd. Santa Clara.
for yourself
Line is 30 spaces, including letters, numbers, punctuation & spaces between words.
expanding in the Bay Area
plus up to $500 for your club!
with
individuals
motivated
TRAINER
to
seeks
COUNSELOR/SKILLS
costs
This fundraiser
good people skills. PT/Fr
nothing and lasts one week. work with DD adults. 6 mo exp.
Training provided.
$6./hour. Fremont 510226-0505.
Call now and receive
408.262-1442
e free gift.
SCHOOLS
WORLD
SMALL
1-800-932-0528 ext. 65.
Currently hiring for various full &
OPPORTUNITIES
part- time teaching positions for
preschools & school6ge programs
VOLUNTEERS
BASED BUSINESS $
$
HOMEunits
ECE
care).
(extended day
required for both preschool & Home based businesses are
SE A FRIEND,
at
an alarming rate.
growing
elementary
schookage programs or
Carkg and friendly volunteers
education units may apply for Cash in on this money making
needed to help Individuals
Please check
get your share
and
opportunity
Ad Rates: 3-line minimum
school-age programs only. Experiwith mental Illness become
For
Five Address
ence preferred. Substitute posi- of this multi -million dollar
Two Tlwee
One
one classification:
Independent! Flexible hours!
legitimate
industry.
Days
tions available, flexible scheduie a year
Days
Days
Day
Day.
Training and support given.
does not interfere with your school *No gimmicks’. Learn how you
7ro
Gain practical experience for
$11
$13 City Slate
_Announcement, _Rental Hoosorl
$7
$9
3 ’Inas
$5
or study timer Advanoernent oppor- can earn as much as $50,000.
psychology, social work, OT.
$14
_Roommates
$10
$12
4 lines
$8
_Events
$8
months.
next
3
the
within
20
our
with
available
tunities
,htre
nursing or related fields.
$15
$13
$11
$S
-Campus Clibs -Real Estate
5 lbws
$7
schools located throsOcut the bey HURRY! Please send $5.00.
Call Teresa Jackson at
to
packet.
Informational
for
an
benefits
$16
Medical/Dental
$14
$12
_Greek Messages -SeWeS
$10
6 Ilnas
$8
408/528-1288 or 406/287-21321 area.
Send check or money order ID
available for full-time employees. L.J. Marketing, P.O. Box 10429
_Log! aria Pard _Ride Share
$1 or each additional lino
DOYOU LOVE NAMIll &TOWLINE? Please call 408/257-7326 to San Jose, CA 95157-0325.
Spartan Daily Class/Cede
_insurance
_Voluntews
&
interest
your
discuss
is
Assoc.
Service
Fenny
Ncncrofit
After the fifth day, net. Increases by 91 per day. Sank.** State Univ
_FifOgouS
_For Sale
looking for daytime volunteers to
no
extra
lor
charge
bold
irst
hoe
spaces)
set
in
(2$
98192712
CA
San Jose,
RENTAL HOUSING
-.7,av1’
-Autos For Sake
provide childcare for up to 4 hosts TEACHERS Pre.school/elem
in bold for $3 each
avallable
additional
words
Up
to
5
a week while their mothers attend childcare, mm. 6 ece units req.
Classified desk is located in Dwight Bente’ Hall Floors 209
-Electronic Equip -Tutoring
APARTMENT.
BORM.
1
1920’S
now
YMCA
Family
Valley
South
counseling sessions In dawitorm
II Deadline 10 00a m two weekdays before publication
_Wanted
_Word Processing
SEMESTER RATES
hardwood, yard.
Sin ame. Tue. 10em 3pm., Wed. accepting applications for creative Unique! Parking,
III All ads are prepaid No refunds on cancelled ads
responsible, clean
-Employment
...SchOlarShop SW"
3-9 lines $70 10-14 lines. $90
9wn Noon., Thur. 3:30pm flpm. energetic staff to join our team. Financially
dales
only
for
consecutive
publications
Rates
_Opponunees
Nso need assistant director. Call quiet & sober. Single occupency.
-Miscellaneous
15-19 lines $110
Call Child Watch at 288.8200.
QUESTIONS? CALL 14011111.4277
$575. + deposit. 551 S. 6th St.
266-9822 now.
Mike 292-3239.
The SPARTAN DALY
nukes no claim for products or
services advertised below nor Is
there any guarantee Implied. The
classified cabana of the Spinal
Daly consist of phi advertising
and castings are not approved or
verified by the newspaper.

TRAVEL

MEEK

DAILY CLASSIFIED-ADVER77SING THAT WORKS!
Print your ad Isom
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Professor hails master
"Luigi" in performance
be at Cubberly Community Center in Palo Alto on Wednesday
Keith Banks, an SJSU dance and Thursday, April 13 and 14 at
professor, did not always dream 6 p.m., the San Jose Civic Light
of being a dancer; he insists as a Opera on Friday, April 15 at 6
child he was very shy and did p.m. and Saturday and Sunday,
April 16 and 17 at 9 a.m.
not talk much.
Banks will be attending one of
"Keith shy? That’s funny," said
dance student Cassandra Mus- the Masterclasses at San Jose
grave Nelson. "He doesen’t seem Civic Light Opera. He expects a
big turnout for all of the classes.
shy at all."
Students who take classes with
Banks did not begin dancing
until his sophomore year in col- Banks are not only introduced
lege. He was pursuing an educa- to his dance style, they also get a
tion in chemical engineering at few laughs. Banks is always crackKansas State University when he ing jokes, making his students
realized that was not what he laugh.
’The one-liners that he says in
wanted to do. Banks said engiclass have us rolling on the
neering was too book- focused.
In college, Banks was a cheer- floor," Nelson said.
On the spur of the moment,
leader. He enjoyed it so much he
has
he
began to take
his
taken
dance classes. He
dancers outdecided he wanted
side of the
a career relating to
the human body ’The one-liners that classroom to
practice outand applied to
he says in class
doors.
State
Colorado
Banks’ jazz
University’s physihave us rolling on dance
class
cal therapy prothe floor.’
Everat
gram.
green Valley
"That program
Cassandra Musgrave Nelson
College is
is very competedance major featured on
tive," Banks said,
front
the
"and I did not get
page of the
accepted."
school’s proBanks decided
gram schedto stay at Kansas
perule
State and pursue a
degree in dance. After college, forming their "warm ups" outhe began taking dance classes in side in the main hub of the campus.
New York.
"Spur of the moment" thinkInfluenced by dancers such as
Alvin Ailey and Luigi, he began ing is what brought Banks to California in 1984. "Wanting to see
to discover his own dance style.
Banks’ style is heavily influ- what California was all about,"
enced by dance master "Luigi," Banks said, he hopped on a
who is well known in the dance plane with only $200 in his pockworld for his unique style et and hopes that he would find
emphasizing strength in the some kind of a job when he Fot
here. He ended up a purchasing
spine and through the back.
Luigi created this unique style agent for Westinghouse electric
of dance for his own rehabilita- corporation. He had not even
tion after an accident left him considered teaching dance at
paralyzed from the waist down. this point.
Banks’ desire to dance was
Forcing himself to train from the
waist up, Luigi miraculously again sparked when he went to
rehabilitated himself and is still see Tap Dance Kid in San Franperforming cisco. He realized he wanted to
and
teaching
teach dance and the next day he
throughout the country.
Luigi will be presenting sever- picked up the yellow pages to
al Jazz Masterclasses in the Bay look for a studio needing a
Area this coming week. He will dance teacher. He began to
Bs’ Elaina Medina Walz

Special to the way

teach at Studio 10, the studio he
now owns. While there, he met
fellow SJSU dance instructor
Dean Scott, who encouraged
him to apply for a teaching position at SJSU.
Scott s wife, Janie, Director of
SJSU’s dance company Jazz
Dance Ensemble, said Banks is
well-trained in a very specific
techinique. She thought his
teaching style would be a nice
addition to the dance program.
In addition to teaching dance
at SJSU and Evergreen Valley
College, Banks teaches classes at
his own studio. Students seem to
follow him wherever he goes,
taking classes with him at school
and private lessons at his studio.
SJSU dance student Allison
Better began dancing at Studio
10, then decided to take Banks’
dance class at school, "because
of the motivation he gives to the
student, despite their dance
level," she said.
Banks enjoys the idea of students following him out of the
classroom to the studio.
"I’m tickled by it. It’s kind of a
compliment," Banks said.
Banks said he has high expectations of his students. The students he teaches at SJSU are serious about dancing, which is what
he likes the most about teaching
here.
"The quality of the student,
the expectation level of the students allow me to keep my
expectations high," Banks said.

San lose State University

SPARTAN DAILY

College students bash Barney
McMahon could not be reached for comment; his phone number was not listed.
McRoy was dressed up to help a local pharmacy celebrate the opening of a new store when the
attack occurred Friday.
"We had a lot of witnesses," said McRoy, who
celebrated her 40th birthday the day of the
attack. "One little boy said, ’I’m going home to
get my gun, Barney, and I’m going to shoot
him.’ "
In September, four youths were fined $200
each for attacking a person in a purple dinosaur
costume at a store opening in Galveston, Texas.

WORCESTER, Mass. (AP) Police said a
college student acting on a dare attacked a
woman dressed as Barney, the children’s show
dinosaur.
"I said, ’Why are you doing this to me?’ And
he said, ’Because we ... hate Barney," Deborah
McRoy told the Telegram & Gazette.
McRoy suffered a neck injury that doctors told
her would take up to six weeks to heal.
Derrick McMahon, a student at Worcester
State College, was charged with assault and battery. Police said he hit McRoy on a $10 bet from
his roommate.

robics
Step Aerobics

MII/V/ 8 30-9 1Sam

Step Aerobics

MtW/F 1215/2 45m

536 StUdr,

Water Fitness

T/TH 5 30-6-36pm

$32 stud’-’

Step Aerobics

M/W 530-6 30pm

$34 student/staff

Cardm Funk

MIN 6 30-7-30pm

S34 student ’staff

Body Toning

UN 12 15.12 45pm

524 student ’staff

41111 Step HI/Low Combo

T/TH 5 15-6,15prn

534 stud,’

Step Aerobics

T/TH 6 30-7 30pm

$34 student

Step Aerobics

Sun l030-ti 30am

519 student/staff

Of

Sign up I SpartAerobics in the Associated Students
Business Office Located in the Student Union (reopens
April 4) Coll 924.5950, 924.5960 for more info’

associated students
4

Leisure services
campus recreation

SPRING tiFILAK BASH,’
This Satuiday
Noon - ?
Riverside Park

4.
Ail

- Live Music
- BAR -B-QUE

Supreme Court upholds
abortion clinic injunction
A sharply
BOSTON (AP)
divided state supreme court
upheld an injunction Monday
that bars Operation Rescue
from blocking abortion clinics.
In a 4-3 ruling, the Supreme
Judicial Court said the injunction against the anti-abortion
group protects the civil rights of
women seeking abortions.
The injunction in place since
1991 at the request of the
Planned Parenthood League of
Massachusetts bars anyone connected to Operation Rescue
from trespassing on or blocking
abortion clinics.
Operation Rescue members
had appealed the ruling on
grounds they had not violated
anyone’s civil rights by threat or

coercion, noting that no woman
had testified that this had
occurred.
Planned Parenthood said the
women were silent to protect
their privacy.
In its majority opinion, the
court said: "There is no doubt
that the defendants’ conduct
involved physical confrontations
accompanied by threats of
harm.’
The dissenting judges said the
injunction was too vague and
undermines free speech.
A state law enacted last year
prohibits anyone from blocking
abortion clinics, but did not displace the injunction, which
specifically names Operation
Rescue.

"South Central" actor shot
LOS A.NOLLES (Al’)

A
carload of men sprayed gunfire
in two drive-by shootings, seriously injuring four people
including an actor in the movie
"South Central," authorities
said.
The shootings were within
minutes of each other late Sunday in the seaside community of
Venice. There were no arrests as
of early today.
The occupants of a car first
fired at two people inside another vehicle, then a few minutes
later opened fire with a semiautomatic rifle at two people standing in front of a music store a
half-mile away, said police Lt.
Otis Dobine.
One of those shot outside the
store was identified as actor
Byron Keith Minns, who was in
critical condition today at Harbor-UCLA Medical Center in
Torrance, Dobine said. He was

wounded in the arm and
abdomen, Dobine said.
Minns, 23, played the criminal
friend of an embattled streetgang veteran who tries to spare
his young son from gang life in
the 1992 movie "South Central,"
produced by Oliver Stone.
Dobine said he doubted the
attackers knew that Minns, who
was shot just after he stepped out
of the store, was an actor.
The other man wounded outside the music store also was in
critical condition at HarborUCLA, while the two people hit
in the car were in serious condition, Dobine said.
A witness said he was leaving
the music store when a wounded
man staggered toward him.
"He was shot in the head. If it
had been 10 minutes earlier, it
could have been me," said Scott
Taylor, a vacationing Englishman.

WOW AVAILABLE 10

Right now, our personalword processors
come with extra characters.
limited time, when you buy a Canon StarWriter’’’ personal
For a
word processor, you get three free disks filled with more than

200 clip art illustrations, holiday art and borders which you can
use for all your very serious projects (yeah, right).
But, the StarWriter is perfect for producing more impressive
class assignments, too. It has 5 built-in fonts. And with Canon’s
patented non-impact Bubble Jet"’ printing, the StarWriter prints on
plain paper with laser-like quality while hardly making a sound.
What’s more, the StarWriter 85 and 70 even import DOS’
documents from a PC computer.
Check into Canon’s StarWriter today. And take advantage of
the free clip art offer by using this coupon. For more information,
call 1 -800-4321 -HOP.
Sheet feeder standard on Star Writer St, optional on itarWriter 70 and Star Writer

.1111111111111
StarWriter 60

StarWriter 86

ho.

r

115:4
7 7

art disks
FREEclip
worth $40.

Ti, get three tree StarWriter dip art disks, complete
all the information below and mail the completed
form along with the vaginal StarWriter sales mewl ifor StarWriter models 60.70
and May 31. 1994 and the UP( code from
March
1.1994
between
dated
851
or
the top f the box to: ( anon StarWriter ( lip Art Giveaway, PO BOX 9346,
Farmingdale, NY 11733.9146
Name
Address
Phone Ni,
City

State

tip

All claims must he postmarked and received no later than lune 14, 1994. Forms
valid only when accompanied by required documentation, Please allow 8-10
weeks for delivery. For losations nearest you, call 1 -800-4321 -HOP.

Canon

iere fined $200
purple dinosaur
ilveston, Texas.

bics
ion
$32 stud,,

#2
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$35 stud,
$32 student ’slat t
$34 student.’staft
$34 student ’stal
$24 student ’staff
$34 student ’staff
$34 student ’slat f
$19 student ’staff

ciated Studo.ros
nion (re-opens
for more infol

NOW AVAILABLE FOR SOMOMORES, )()NIORS, SENIORS &. RAD STUDENTS.

ENROLLINC
IN SUMMER %FOOL.
NO ANNUAL FEE HEY THEWS REALLY NOTHING mORE WE (AN SAY.
LOW KATE.S this ISN’T RO(KET MEM. WITH OK NEW SMAKTRATE" fROGRAM YOU’LL RE(EIVE OUR
HAT RATE. (RIME. KATE + 1.9%) ON tUR(HASES. ANDUNLIKE SOME OTHER (ADSOUR 15EST RATE
IS NOT )UST AN INTRODU(TORY OFFER. USE YOK DIS(OVER) (AID FOR AT LEAST #1,000 IN tUROASES
A YEAR, MAKE TIMELY rAYMENTS AND YOU’LL (ONTINUE TO RE(EIVE OUR BEST RATE?
0 REAL HONEY FMK WE (ALL THIS YOUR (ASHBA(K BONUS AWARD. EVERY tUR(HASE YOU MAKE.
(OUNTS TOWARD YOUR (ASHBA(K BONUS AWARD OF Ut TO 1% tAID YEARLY, BASED ON YOUR ANNUAL
LEVEL OF tUR(HASES.
01 ESTABLISH YOUR (EDIT RATING THROU6H RESrONSIBLE USE Of YOUR DIS(OVER (AO YOU’LL SE
RIDING TME (EDIT HISTORY YOU’LL NEED LATER FOR (AR, HOME AND OTHER LOANS.

marriD AT

I.1 MILLION LO(ATIONS WITH NATIONWIDE. A((ErTAN(E YOU’LL ENJOY THE (ONVENIEN(E
Of USING YOUR DIS(OVER (ARO ON ALL MAJOR AIRLINES, AT MAJOR HOTELS AND AT THOUSANDS Of

OTHER LO(ATIONS IN(LUDING THE Mt, MUSI(LAND AND T61 FRIDAY’S.
VALvEfiNDERV OFFERS THROUGHOUT THE YEAR, DIROVER (AROMEMBERS RE(EIVE EX(LUSIVE DIS(OUNTS
ON GOODS AND SERVI(ES ROM DIS(OVER (ARDINOVUS" NETWORK MER(HANTS.
2-5 -DAY 61kA(1 PERIoD ON tUR(HASES rAY YOUR DIS(OVER (AO SALAN(E IN FULL WITHIN 24 DAYS
OF ME fILLINO DATE. EAth MONTH AND NO INTEREST WILL SE (HAR4E0 TO YOUR A((OUNT.
rATTAal
tIOTO(OrY
NEAL
Fr We

fa

AT.

r

IF YOU DON’T GOT
GET IT:

111.1130
(1(1C311 ()UUtl

CAW,
144

fIRE’S WHEAL YOU Li(K, SEAL AO MAIL. tOSTALI. if FUT..
rATTA(h
MAE
hOTO(OrT

APPLICATION:
PORTANT, TO ASSuRf. Titer noessiwo, ALL srA(Es HuST 5E (0mrLETELY FILLED OUT AND THE Arrli(ATiON SIGNED
SUM_ mA1LIN6. ArnicsTin IS TO 5E (0mrLETED IN WAHL Of MOON IN WHI(ti THE /WONT IS TO SE CAMEO.
DON’T fOR(rET TO ATTA(tl A rtior0(0tY Of Your. STvOINT ID OR MO TUITION SILL fOR THE (vIV,LNT SEmESTEK.
ADDI.ESS ORE You
WANT (AR) AND 5ILLI
STATIAENT HAILED

First. Muldie Last Name ,Leave space best,

N8FS

Offline Address

State

Apt No

- -

STOENT iNfOIVIATION
Home or School Address if different Iron, doe

Apt No

Crty

Class

i Grad Student
. Other 1Explairn

i Senior

Trr-71 Graduation Dale

City

College Name no abbrevmtons. please

DirlOrmENT INFO

iOr’ )4’

Social Secunty Number

. Junior

I Sophomore

Am you AU S Crtden,
:Yes
No

P Ant give Immigration Status

Name of Empoyer It currently employeqi

Yearly Gross Income

Zip

State

Zip

Slate

Zip

Are you a permanent L. S resident,
Yes
No

Ertplover s telephone

$
Crty

Employer s Address

fiNAN(IAL CAM* 00

Name of Bank

Zip

State

type of Account

Cry

.- Checking
Mother s Maiden Name , Rus is for serum). Purposes.

Personal Reference iNearest relative at different addressJ
City

Address of Your Persona! Reference

SiGNArva RE(kvirkfl

(E.

L. Swings

Teleptone
Slate

Zip

I authorize Greeiwood Trust Company to check my credit record and verify my credit, employment and income references.
I understand that the information contained on the application may be shared with Greenwood Trust Company’s corporate
affiliates. I agree to be bound by the terms and conditions of the Discover Cardmember Agreement which will be mailed to
me with my credit card. I understand that the agreement may be amended in the future.
X
fudlicant s Signature

gale

DON T FORGET TO ATTACH PHOTOCOPY OF STUDY’

ITS

IMPOKTANT INFORMATION,

risivrt) ow ItialLE1 ?MR,
WI1101 ii PUTTY POOL

MEMBER =;I pirnvourc

_
Arena/
Percentage Rate
For Purchases

UMW
Rate
Inlemetlen

As of Marcn 1.1994, your Annual Percentage Rate
is 14.9% for first year for each subsequent year your
Annual Percentage Rates determined by total
purchases in promos year 01.000 or more 14.9%
1Best Ratei, $500 to 899999 18.9% (Better Ratel.
less than $500 198% !Standard Rateli18% for
residents of ME. NC and

Your Annual Percentage Rate may vary The rate is determined for each billing
period by the highest Prime Rate reported in The Wag Street Journal on the
last business day of tne venous month plus a fixed amount of percentage points
as follows initial year and Best Rate Pnine Rate plus 8.9 percentage points.
Better Rate Prime Rate plus 109 percentage points I but not exceeding
Standard Reel. Standard Rate 198% when the Pnrre Rates lower than
109% and Prime Rate plus 85 percentage points. when the Prime Rate is
109% or more :18% for residents of ME. NC and WI,

Better ad Best Rates hale a 12 9% minimum, and, for residents of ME. NC and VA. 18% maximum. Failure to
make required payments omens you fforn Better or Best Rate to Staved Rate
Annual percentage rate for cash advances As of March 1.1994. 198%. this rate may vary. i.e.. 19.8% Men
points when the Prune Rate is 10 9% or
Me Pone Rate is loser than 109%, and Pnme Rare pluS 8.9
for ea:h cast, advance $500 or
morn. for residents of ME, NC and VA, 18% Transaction Fee inance C
less 2 5%, 8500.01 to S1000 2 0%. 81.000 01 or more 1.5%. *,11, a minimum of 8200 ad no maiumum.
Late payment lee $15 tor Repent more Man 20 cfRs overdue. Overthecreda -Ina fee None.
I understand thus account is only for personal. family and household purposes It is not for business or
commercial purposes The applicant, it maned me, apply rota Separate account Finance charges seA not
erCeeCI those Denuded by law
ALL ACCOUNT TERMS AND CHARGES DISCLOSED HEREIN ARE ACCURATE AS Of MARCH. 1994, BUT ARE
SUBJECT TO CHANGE TO FIND OUT WHAT MAY HAVE CliMaGED AFTER THIS PRINTING DATE, WRITE TO US AT
Pit 800 15410. WILMINGTON. Cif 195860620
A consumer mart report may be ordered In connecton wrth this appleabon, or subsequently In connechon arth
the update, renewal or extension of credit Upon yo.ir request, you will be informed *tether or not a consumer
credit report was ordered anti Cr,... you roll be pen the sane and address of be consumer reporting agency
that furnished the neon the DosocnerCard is issued by Greenwood Trust Company. Member FDIC

Ay+

01994 Greenwood Trust Company. Member FDIC

11111111khamillbek

Cone Period
For Payment
Of Baiances
For Purchases

Method Of
Computing
Tile Balance
For Purchases

25 days

Two.cycle average
daily balance (including
new rstrchaSeS1

Annual
Fees

Minimum
Pertodk
Finance
Chap

None

550

0nOefsTaffd that tr hdTrte ’,teams,/ Waled for and either hare recened or am waiting to recce my Disccner
Cal I should not wooly at this time
ILLINOIS RESIOENT1 Reeidente of law* may conteet the Mole Cefferbalafter oh Balks erie Tort
Commies for carroerelbre Information an Menet Mew threes. km Ind grece period wet. State of
Mode DP. P0 Box 10181, SprIngaMd. Hinds 62791. em eall 14004345452
OHIO RESIDORS: Me Ohio laws against oiscnmination require Mat an Creditors make sreqn equal’s available
IC dl’ sredrIvrallty customers. and that cretin reporting dgeectes maintain separate credo histores on each
intatindual upon request The Oho Cm’ Rights Commission administers cOmPlianqie with INS taw
NISCONSIN owsiokorrsi No apement court order or inchmcksai statement aporving to marital property ell
aTersen affect a Creditors interests unless cnor to Ote lone cretin is granted Me creditor is honstied wiln a
copy of the agreement. court Order Or Stdtemeet or no, actual knowledge of Ire acherse orowsion You must
indicate below Me name and aCkness of your spouse
SO3uSe S Name
Spouse s Address
3 94
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NO POSTAGE
NECESSARY
IF MAILED
IN THE
UNITED STATES

Use your Discover Card
where you see this sign.

BUSINESS REPLY MAIL
FIRST CLASS MAIL

PERMIT NO. 747

WILMINGTON, DELAWARE

Postage will be paid by addressee
GREENWOOD TRUST COMPANY
DISCOVER CARD
PO BOX 15159
WILMINGTON DE 19885-9505
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